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Recommendations 

 

Lee, O-young _______ 

The first minister of The Ministry of Culture, Korea 

The Chairman of The Northeastern Asia Institute of Comparative Cultural Studies 

In the spring of 2011, my daughter Pastor Mina Lee attended testimonial rallies at various               

universities and churches in Busan at the invitation of Professor Jacob J. H. Kim; the author of                 

this book. That was the beginning of my relationship with the author. Around that period, I                

heard a touching story about the founder and the 1st president of Pusan National University,               

Dr. In-ku Yun.  

After closing the testimonial rallies, Pastor Mina Lee’s heart became drawn towards the             

Holy Generation in Education (HGe) prayer movement; a movement focused on changing            

education and reviving the next generation. She shared her heartfelt passion with Professor             

Jacob J. H. Kim. The HGe movement, which began from a Christian event in Busan in 2012,                 

has expanded to 50 cities or villages across 14 countries till today - 2019. This is very good                  

and great news for me. 

The HGe Prayer Movement and this book are in harmony in raising the next holy               

generations. The main character of this book; Dr. In-ku Yun, the first president of Pusan               

National University, defined education as follows; 

 

“Education is sculpting cold deserted stones into living beings with pulsating blood            

vessels.” 

 

His words are the Truth that shakes the foundation of education today. I agree with Dr.                

In-ku Yun, who warned that,  

 

“Education cannot reach its destination without walking the path of Christianity.”  
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Attempts to achieve a holistic education, while relying only on human intelligence have             

already failed. The grace of God must be present in between the broken fragments of failure,                

and the crying of incomplete human beings. Spirituality should guide our way towards             

education, not our mere intellect.  

I have confirmed in this book again that the kingdom of God is built by those who receive                  

God's will and are fiercely obedient to His will. I see education as the most crucial part of the                   

work of building the kingdom of God. Through this book, I have been able to see the real                  

value of education.  

This book deeply divulges the life of Dr. In-ku Yun; who awakens the spiritual truth about                

education beyond his era. I believe that the readers of this book will spread the kingdom of                 

God by receiving the will of God to build the next holy generation. I pray that everyone who                  

reads this book in schools and churches will become a great teacher of love and will bring                 

forth the next holy generations. 

 

In-soo Song _____ 

A co-chairman of ‘the world without concerns of private education’ 

In 2016, the representatives of the Korean National Hub-University Professors'          

Association, visited our organization to discuss issues regarding reorganization of the           

university system. I met Professor Jacob J. H. Kim, the author of the book, for the first time                  

there. He was the chairman of the Council of Professors at Pusan National University at the                

time. He suggested, "Let's overhaul the admission system in national universities in Korea,             

restore public education, and drastically ease the burden of cramming for children." It was an               

unconventional proposal that we generally couldn't expect from a professor. I was pleased to              

hear the surprising remark, but wondered about his intentions. However, when he read the              

purpose statement regarding the recovery of public education that he himself had prepared; I              

felt a sudden surge! It was a special mixture of virtues like: being selfless, sacrificing, giving                

myself for the good of the public and sincerely loving children. 

One day, I heard that he was authoring a book about In-ku Yun; the first president of Pusan                  

National University, and a few days ago his manuscript came to me. It surprised me in three                 

different ways. The first surprise was that the life of In-ku Yun, the founder of Pusan National                 
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University, seemed so precious; and the second surprise was the amazing process of             

submissiveness the author himself followed, through deep prayers to discover Yun’s life and             

to show it to the world. This book is a record of the process of tracing the life of In-ku Yun,                     

led by the careful guidance of God, and it is also a trace of Professor Jae-ho Kim’s conversion.                  

Throughout the course of this race, the writer's life and attitude as an educator was               

dramatically changed after meeting In-ku Yun albeit indirectly. Therefore, this is the way I              

evaluated the intentions of this book: First of all, it would not be the primary intention of an                  

alumnus of Pusan National University to reevaluate In-ku Yun by rediscovering his life:             

Instead, by telling the story of a man (Yun), who met Jesus in the past, who loved the young                   

and gave his life away through the love of Jesus Christ; he (the author) may be able to urge the                    

believers of this land that "This is the life of a disciple who lives in accordance with Jesus, so                   

that you may live like him." The author was changed first before beginning to urge others. I                 

think God has found the best writer. While reading this book, I understood the reasons for the                 

passion and excitement he had when I first met him. 

The third surprise was the content of the book. There are several people who have changed                

my life, including Bong-ho Son, Ki-ryo Jang and Kyo-shin Kim, but Ki-yeol Kim (a disciple               

of In-ku Yun whom I met at the Good Teacher Movement of Korea.) was a man whose                 

preciousness was indescribable. He was simple and frugal, but he was a man who burned his                

whole life with passion in loving the suffering children. He really was a little-Jesus! I found                

out through this book that he was a disciple of In-ku Yun! “A good tree cannot bear bad                  

fruits… Therefore by their fruits you will know the tree.” And through the life of Ki-yeol                

Kim, we can picture what kind of person In-ku Yun was; a person whom I have never met                  

before. I wondered what I had to do with a man (In-ku Yun) I didn't even know for a long                    

time. He met me through Ki-yeol Kim as a medium, and came into my life through the author,                  

Professor Jacob J. H. Kim, to challenge me and remind me!  

If we think about it, there must have been another teacher who transformed President In-ku               

Yun impassionately and if we go far back in time, to 2,000 years ago, we will meet Jesus' 12                   

disciples, and eventually Jesus himself. Indeed, what I am today is a result of meeting Jesus                

through countless mediums and beings. The life of a medium of Jesus is truly noble. 

When we think about it, the little-Jesus is not just President In-ku Yun. His disciple               

Ki-yeol Kim was a little-Jesus too, and the old housekeeper Duk-gae Kim (Professor Kim’s              
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spiritual mother), who frequently prayed for Professor Kim, was a little-Jesus too. Who is a               

‘little-Jesus?’ A little-Jesus is a disciple who follows Jesus. Who is a disciple? He who               

possesses nothing and is one body with Christ. He is a man determined to burn the fence of                  

his safety and follow Jesus Christ after meeting Him. He is the one who weeps and sows to                  

narrow the fences of his interests and to only broaden the lands of his afflicted neighbors. 

Through His disciples, we get encouraged to live the life of Jesus. It's not about the person                 

who lived that life yesterday, but about the person who lives it today; it's not about the person                  

who lived that life in the past youth, but the person who still lives that life today. Being a                   

‘little-Jesus,’ is a command to live in the present. I am tearfully pleased and grateful to meet a                  

passionate book that shakes up my life. 

 

Kwon-seop Jeong _____ 

The 2nd president of Dongseo University, Busan, Korea 

I am 86 years old this year (2019). I can not read more than 30 minutes because my eyes                   

are sore these days, but I read this book in one sitting. It reveals God’s will and his works in                    

an interesting and easy to understand way, through the author’s testimony.  

Dr. In-ku Yun is a father to me. He loved me like his own son.  

The treasure in In-ku Yun was buried underneath the earth because of a heartbreaking              

history, and it is revealed to the world through the grace of the Lord. Throughout all my life, I                   

have been regretting why he had been buried in history. So this book comes as a special grace                  

from the Lord to me. 

I should have written a review of In-ku Yun, my teacher, but the Lord has entrusted the                 

work to the author instead of me. If I would have done it, I might have included a lot of my                     

personal thoughts, and it would not have been enough to reveal the righteousness of the Lord.                

This is because the review would have brought out my own biases fueled by resentment and                

prejudice against those who buried In-Ku Yun in history; whom I love and respect. I praise                

God's excellent plan that the history of Dr. In-ku Yun which has been buried for more than 60                  

years, is re-establishing itself through His professor Jacob J. H. Kim; who never knew Dr.               

In-ku Yun in person. In-ku Yun is miraculously revealed through a person who has no any                

preconceptions of him; hence, he shines more brightly. Professors can write articles related to              
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their majors, but this work can be accomplished by only the one whom God uses. I am                 

grateful to the author who have been working so hard, far above his efforts and used up most                  

of his time throughout many years. 

I believe this book will bring a chance to open up new horizons in our education, because                 

In-ku Yun’s life reveals the will of God. As this book is released, I believe that the educators                  

of this land will be imparted by an irresistible force. I now want all the educators on earth to                   

meet the Lord, who graciously grants a new flame to light the world. 

Dr. In-ku Yun planted seeds; now it is time to harvest 30, 60, and 100 times. The fruits will                   

spread to the whole world. 

I want to live the rest of my life as an intercessor praying for this. 

Glory to God!  
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“Education is sculpting cold deserted stones into living 
beings with pulsating blood vessels.” 

 
- In-ku Yun   
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In-ku Yun (At the age of early 20’s, a student of Meiji Theological Seminary, Japan) 
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A Well of Revival  

 

 

 
The essence of ‘LIFE GIVING EDUCATION’  

that the disciples of Jesus ought to find and drink. 
 

A story of In-ku Yun, 
 the 1st and the 3rd President of Pusan National University and Yonsei University, Korea; 

respectively.  
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Preface 

 

Raise ‘Little-Jesus’ In The Education System 

If Education is not guided by Christianity, there is no future for humankind. 
_ In-ku Yun 

 

Is there any desire for education in our country (Korea)? 

So far, many strategies have been mobilized towards educational reform, but all have             

failed. After the Korean liberation , there were 59 Ministers of Education throughout a period              1

of 73 years (1948~2020), and the average term of each minister was about 1.24 years . None                2

of them solved the problems in national education appropriately. Can we say that they did not                

do their best for the education of Korea? Now, no one thinks education can be reformed; even                 

with the changing of the ministers. When it comes to national education issues, all the people                

in Korea are desperate. This is because it seems that there is no possibility to succeed, even if                  

we tried a new system. No one imagines the recovery of our national education anymore. 

The people of God who work in the field of education are doing their best in their                 

respective places. However, there seems to be no power or possibility to overcome the hard               

reality of the collapse of national education. Prayers made with deep sighs are rising to heaven                

everywhere. It seems that there is nothing that can be done, but to pray. Only God is the                  

answer! 

 

23 Now it happened in the process of time that the king of Egypt died. Then the 

children of Israel groaned because of the bondage, and they cried out; their cry came 

up to God because of the bondage. 24 So God heard their groaning, and God 

remembered His covenant with Abraham, with Isaac, and with Jacob. 25 And God 

looked upon the children of Israel, and God acknowledged them. _Ex 2:23~25 

 

1 Korea was liberated from Japan in 1945, with the end of World War 2. 
2 This is a shame of Korean education. This is the proof that Korean Government does not think 

education is important.  
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What would happen if God would remember our national education problems just as             

He remembered the Israelites who had been slaves for 400 years? 

The Dong-A Newspaper reported that 99% of the Joseon (Korean) people were illiterate             3

until the early 1920s when the Japanese colonial rule came underway. Majority of the people               

came out of illiteracy only a few years later. Many elderly people learned the Korean alphabet                

while trying to read the Bible in church. Thanks to the remarkable revival of Christianity in                

Korea, God helped our nation to get out of ignorance. All of this came through missionaries                

and the intercessors from all over the world whom God had prepared for this country. 

In 2007, when we were celebrating the 100th anniversary of the Great Pyongyang Revival               4

which had begun in 1907; we were praying to experience the revival once again; but there was                 

no visible sign of revival at all. The enthusiasm of prayer had cooled off. Would our prayers                 

not be meaningful? At least not for me. It is evident that the Lord has led me through the past                    

ten years and has shown me that our prayers would be meaningful. Nobody can stand and say                 

that a person like me can do this on my own; it is the Lord’s doing. Thanks to the Lord for this                      

amazing work! If what happened to me was a revival, I believe it did not happen to me alone.                   

Revival comes like spring! I am merely one of the seeds of spring. In spring, many seeds                 

sprout, grow, and grow! 

I am not blowing my own trumpet, and I just want to say that it is spring! Friends, brothers;                   

Spring is here now! The spring of the Holy Spirit, the spring of the kingdom of God has come! 

 

In March 2007, we greatly yearned for a revival and we all shouted ‘1907 Again !’, as we                  

longed for the great revival that had begun in 1907. During this time, the Lord commanded me                 

to, “reveal In-ku Yun to the world,” and revealed to me his life as a great human teacher who                   

resembled Jesus Christ; the true teacher and savior of humankind. In-ku Yun! The founder and               

the first president of Pusan National University, and the 3rd president of Yonsei University.  

I met Ki-yeol Kim (a student of In-ku Yun at the Masan Gospel Farm Practical School:                

Masan-GFPS during the Japanese colonial period) when I was preparing In-ku Yun's            

3 The former country name of Korea. Joseon disappeared after Japan occupied this land in 1910. 
4 The Great Pyongyang Revival of 1907 was a protestant revival that occurred in and around the city 

of Pyongyang, what is today the capital city of North Korea. 
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documentary. He was born in 1922 and began his teaching career in 1940 (while 18 years                

old), and spent 47 years as a teacher until the year 1986. He was a student who had inherited                   

In-ku Yun's educational thoughts. After serving as a teacher of Busan Girls' High School and               

a principal of Busan Isabel Middle and High School, he got an early honorary retirement               

while working at Maritime High School. After his retirement from public service, he served as               

a principal of an international mission school called Rodem Youth School, for twenty years              

without any payment.While serving at Rodem Youth School, he assembled juvenile offenders            

and raised them as missionaries for world missions.  

When I had an interview with Ki-yeol Kim for the purpose of making a documentary about                

In-ku Yun, I asked him, “Who was In-ku Yun?” He answered firmly and without any               

hesitation, 

 

“In-ku Yun was a little-Jesus!” 

 

The 'little-Jesus' is a person who resembles Jesus and lives according to his example. God               

sent Jesus as a perfect model for us to follow on earth. We tend to look for revival on a macro                     

scale, but we should note that it comes through specific individual revivals upon which, each               

one of us is transformed into a person resembling Jesus. 

There are numerous stories of great teachers who devoted themselves to martyrdom, loved             

and dutifully followed their disciples; these little-Jesus’ are now buried in history. The Lord              

has decided to reveal one of them to the world through this book; In-ku Yun. Further still,                 

with this book, the Lord will lead us into unveiling other disciples; a second and even a third                  

In-ku Yun in the world, and will raise many ‘little-Jesus.’ 

In-ku Yun warned us in one of his sermons, that we should not put a barrier between Jesus                  

and ourselves, and think of him as being an unreachable noble person; who is too holy. He                 

told his disciples that we should consider Jesus as our eldest brother. 

The 2007 Prayer Movement dubbed as ‘1907 Again,’ was for crying and asking for a               

national revival in Korea, but we must not overlook the fact that revival begins with whoever                

God uses.  
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Raising a ‘little-Jesus’ such as In-ku Yun and restoring the spirit of such a person to this                 

age is one sure way of bringing revival. It is through regional or national revivals, that a single                  

person's regeneration is duplicated unto others continuously and successively. 

I think our ‘1907 Again!’ prayer movement, has already received the Lord's answer, “Raise              

the little-Jesus’ in education.” 

I had to patiently endure waiting for ten years before this book was published. The Lord                

has taught me, ‘Not to go ahead of Him and to faithfully obey.’ I believe that the Lord has                   

been guiding the whole process of making this book. 

The reason why the Lord wants you to read this book is to bring existential change to you;                  

the readers. No matter how faithful you are, the Lord always wants to bring about more                

significant change. So, as you read this book, I urge you to pray often to the Holy Spirit and                   

say, “Please guide me.” I ask this of the teachers and professors who will read this book. In                  

this book, I hope you meet a great teacher who you would want to emulate. Most especially, I                  

ask this of the parents because they are the closest teachers to their children and they are the                  

ones who love them most. So if you become the great teacher that the Lord wants you to be,                   

your children will surely grow into being the people of the great God. Therefore, change               

within the parent’s heart is dire!  

I also ask young people and the youth to, “Find God's calling and live like In-ku Yun.” 

 

May 2019 

Jacob J. H. Kim. 
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Part 1 FOLLOW ME  
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Who can save the children in the darkness? Is there no teacher who             
can guide them into the light? What are the churches and the Christians             
doing? Is there no way of truth that we can use to give direction to the                
policy makers in national education? Is there no way to get out of all              
these abnormalities and finally bring the light to education? We live in a             
world where the Light is so rare.  
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Chapter 01 Why Did God Call The Professor Gargamel?  

There Are Universities; But There Is No University. 

We (Koreans) are now living in a wholly collapsed educational culture and system. It is even                

more terrible to know that we are in such a situation but without a definite alternative. This is                  

because we are spending time making meaningless prescriptions and not thinking about the             

restoration of education. 

In 2010, I saw an article in a newspaper by Ye-sul Kim, a senior at the Department of                  

Business Administration of Korea University. She was holding a flyer in the newspaper saying              

that she was renouncing the university. She pointed out the problems of the university as               

follows: 

 

“The university has become a licensed broker of nothing more than just its name; and               

an Institute without much learning taking place or great questions being addressed. It             

has become a place where a learner is not asking, ‘Who am I?, Why am I living? And                  

what is the Truth?’ There is neither friendship nor love anymore; there is even no trust                

between the professors and the students. So today I declare that I quit this university.               

No! I renounce!”  

 

This was shameful for me! A college student had woken up and publicly lamented that               

‘The university is wrong!’, but there was not a single professor who could stand and say “No,                 

it is not!” The atmosphere has slowly calmed down since then. Sadly, universities are still               

operating like they are not universities anymore. 
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Students sometimes say that professors are their enemies. Students try to earn credits from              

professors, and professors also evaluate students only on the basis of scores. For the students,               

their purpose of getting an education nowadays is only to get a job. It is only for attaining                  

particular specifications and getting high grades and credits. 

Elementary, middle, and high school students study only to go to college. Some students              

get approved for college entrance, but the rejected students are regarded as ‘trash’ in this               

country. The purpose of education has become distorted. Many students are grouped as the              

disqualified for college admission by the education system. It means no hope for them in               

Korea. Students who give up their studies at school from bullying cliques and do terrible               

things to vulnerable students. Whenever I see such news, my heart is torn. Now, the violence                

from some of these teenagers is horrendous enough to surprise society. As a result of failures                

in education, many children are dying from bullying (고쳐야 함) 

The teachers authority in teaching the children has greatly diminished. Sexual harassment            

of children by teachers is common, and some of them even end up going to jail for sexual                  

violence. One female teacher even had sex with her student; an elementary school boy. The               

abuse of power by the professors is getting press coverage from all sides. Another professor               

forced a student to eat feces. It's just unimaginable! Although the situation is so severe, the                

world (Korea) is silently operating as if nothing is happening at all.  

Now, it seems that all of us have given up after trying out so many ways; but, does giving                   

up on this crucial issue of education make sense? Who can save the children in the darkness?                 

Is there no teacher who can guide them into the light? What are the churches and the                 

Christians doing? Is there no way of truth that we can use to give direction to the policy                  

makers in national education? Is there no way to get out of all these abnormalities and finally                 

bring light to education? We live in a world where the Light is so rare! 

 

I Was A Professor Called Gargamel.  

I became a professor at the age of 35 (1992) and started believing in Jesus at the age of 40                    

(1997). In 2007, at the age of 50, ten years after my Christian life commenced; I began to                  
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explore the life of In-ku Yun through the leading of the Lord. After getting to know In-ku                 

Yun, the restoration of education became my dream and hope.  

One day in the beginning of the month of February in 2007, my office phone rang so loudly.                  

Upon answering it, a voice said to me,  

“This is the Secretary; office of the president. The president is asking professor Kim to take                

charge of the Cultural Contents Development Center (CCDC).” 

What was this sudden proposal about? As an engineer, I had never before made any               

cultural contents in my life. I am a professor of electronics engineering, majoring in image               

processing and a specialist in systems and semiconductor designs. I do not have much literacy               

in humanities. So, this was not only an inappropriate proposal but also an unbearable one for                

me. How can an electronics engineering professor, who specializes in designing           

semiconductors do that kind of work? 

“I am sorry I cannot take on such a position,” 

I declined it immediately. However, the secretary did not back down at all.  

“It is the desire of the President. After seeking many options, he concluded that he should                

assign the task to you, Prof. Kim,” she answered.  

I couldn't understand how this kind of situation would occur. 

“I can't. Please find a different person,” I insisted.  

“Professor Kim! This is the conclusive decision of the Administrative Committee. It is hard              

to override it, please accept,” she replied.  

The university’s Administrative Committee consists of the president, the vice president, the            

graduate schools’ presidents, and the deans of every affiliated college of all universities. I was               

so angry at the fact that the university administration was operating without asking my              

opinion. 

“I don't care and I have never wanted that kind of job. I can't take it,” I refused more                   

firmly! 

It would have been hard for me to refuse if I had been a professor at any other private                   

university in Korea. However, in a national university such as Pusan National University, the              
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rights of a professor are fully respected, and I had no problem with refusing it. Moreover, my                 

unique qualities as an engineering professor did not seem to match with the position at all.  

By now, I bet you probably must be wondering why I had to reject such an honorable                 

position so firmly; so, let me explain myself in detail. 

When I was a young professor in my thirties, students used to call me Professor Gargamel.                

They likened me with the evil wizard Gargamel who harasses the good Smurfs (very tiny blue                

fictional creatures) and does experiments with them; in the animation comic film called ‘The              

Smurfs.’ I was an object of fear to the students. During those days, I was unaware that my                  

nickname was Gargamel. 

I was simply trying to make the best out of my students’ abilities, hence I heightened the                 

quality of my lectures and gave a lot of homework. In one particular semester, I gave the                 

grade ‘F’ to more than 50 % of all the students. Many of them with that grade left for the                    

obligatory military service that year. Sometimes I also made my students take an overnight              

exam for 12 hours from 6 PM to 6 AM. This might be recordable in the Guinness Book of                   

World Records. The news quickly spread throughout the university. My notoriety in Pusan             

National University was legendary at that time.  

 

A Workaholic: 1 Person Playing 8 Roles  

I married my wife after seven years of dating. I remember it took us 2 or 3 years before we                    

could even start holding hands . I was a fool. My heart was beating loudly when I held her                  5

hands for the first time. I met her at a fine-art circle (I liked drawing) called Al-Green, when I                   

was in my second year in college. When I was a senior, I was considering giving up my major                   

in electronics engineering and taking on art. I loved listening to classical music, and I had a                 

great desire for beauty and purity. That was my character back then in my youth.  

As I got older, I forgot those things. I first met God, when I was 40 years old. Even though                    

I began to believe in Jesus at this late age; I got to love Him deeply. After deeply falling in                    

love with Jesus, the Gargamel in me began to gradually fade away.  

5 In the 1970s, Korean was conservative, and among youth I was very conservative. 
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In those days, I would focus so much on my work and forget to eat my meals. I used to                    

work overnight. I ran a couple of graduate school laboratories, and I also had to supervise                

students' while they were writing their papers. As a professor; lecturing was the most basic               

task for me. I was also the CEO of a venture company and the dean of my department                  

(department of electronics, electrical and computer engineering). On top of all that, I was also               

the director of the BK21 program ; a program focused on supporting universities financially;             6

ran by the Ministry of Education. Additionally. in those days, the church I was attending was                

small, but I was also the head of the mission committee. I was working like a workaholic                 

juggling among‘eight different’ roles, including being the head of my household. I showed             

this article to my wife and she said “No, you did not perform your ‘eighth role’; you did not                   

do your home duties well. You need to correct your calculation to ‘seven roles’.”              

Consequently, my weekly work days were Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,           

Friday, and Friday! My Saturdays and Sundays had become like any other ordinary work day;               

they had become like my working Fridays. Even whenever I went on vacation with my family,                

my wife would get quite angry because I would bring my laptop for work. I was a miserable                  

workaholic in the eyes of the world. 

One day I just got exhausted! My throat would often get quickly dried up and even after                 

sleeping for a long time, my body would still feel too heavy after waking up. Such symptoms                 

were worsening over time. Whenever I would go to my office at the university, I would put                 

my face on the desk and sleep 3~4 times a day and even after that, I would still feel tired.                    

Every time after finishing a lecture, it would become very hard for me to endure thirst. No                 

matter how much water I drank, my lips and tongue would get drier. It seemed like stress and                  

the effects of overworking were very severe since I was simply one person handling several               

different roles. Eventually, the ticking time bomb exploded! The hepatitis bacteria which were             

already in my body finally found an opportunity after 20 years of latency; and it began to take                  

control of my liver. As a result, whenever I would work for about one hour, I would have to                   

rest for 3 hours. I would suffer from chronic fatigue due to this hepatitis disease. My doctor                 

gave me a very serious warning and said, 

6 BK21 program. BK stands for ‘Brain Korea’ It was planned by the Ministry of Education of Korea to 
support universities financially. There were strong competition of universities to be selected in the 
program. At that time, I was a leader of my group (Computer, IT, and Electronics and Electric 
departments) for BK21 program. Our group was selected in BK21 program.  
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“The liver is irreparable once damaged. If you continue to work this way, you will develop                

liver cirrhosis or cancer. Do not work yourself too hard.” 

But I foolishly failed to put away many of my tasks. My wife told me, “Please, take care of                   

your health,” but I did not. 

My father had passed away earlier on due to liver cancer at the early age of 60. At that                   

time, when I saw him dying, I decided to prioritize taking care of my body most especially if                  

the latent hepatitis bacteria already in body would become active. Sadly, I developed hepatitis              

later on, but unfortunately, I was hesitant in implementing the decision to take better care of                

my body. Therefore, in order to prolong my life and protect my family, I thought it was time                  

to get my hands off work and even leave my role as a professor for several years. 

It is amidst these circumstances that I got the strange call from the secretary of the                

president, asking me to take on a new job as mentioned earlier on in the book. ‘Taking that                  

position’ meant ‘taking the way to death’ for me at that time. The secretary did not know my                  

issues so she persistently asked me to accept the position. 

It oddly came up without my own personal desire or will. A part of me thought that if I                   

took the position, I would die due to liver cancer just as my father had died.  

‘What if I die?’ I would think.  

Then the face of my wife and my daughter would pop up in my mind. 

 

The Prophecy Received In The United States 

In 2005, I was reading the story of ‘An Angel of Bare Feet; Choon-Sun Choi’ on a website                  

called A Willow Tree. Later on, this story was published as the book ‘Blessed Are the Poor’                 

by Woo-hyeon Kim. After reading that story, I developed the desire to have the infilling of the                 

Holy Spirit. On the 1st day of January 2006 at 00:00 am, during our usual New Year Prayer                  

Meeting at my church, I prayed earnestly,  

‘Lord! I have no other wishes this year. I only want You to fill me with the Holy Spirit.’ 

A few months later, in the same year, I visited a venture company in Silicon Valley in the                  

US. The company conducted worship twice a day, as a policy under the management of the                

then company CEO Kim; a Christian. He led me to the worship room on the second floor of                  
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the company building, while saying that it was time for us to worship together. A pastor; the                 

marketing director of the company, was leading the worship service. It was amazing to know               

that a person who was just like the Old Testament Levites existed even in modern days. At the                  

end of the worship service as I was praying quietly at the back of the worship room, the pastor                   

who was praying for other people suddenly began to walk towards me. Then unexpectedly, he               

said to me,  

“The Lord wants to speak to you. Look into my eyes!” 

I was embarrassed! I was suddenly caught up in a situation that I had not wanted to be in.                   

The pastor took my hands and as I looked into his eyes, I fell into a state of no consciousness                    

at all. Then he said,  

“I know your love for Me. I have been watching over you from the back but from now on, I                    

will go ahead of you. Follow Me! For the next three years, I will bless many people through                  

you.” 

It was the first prophecy (I Corinthians 12:10) for me. It was extraordinary! I did not know                 

what the prophecy meant and all I thought was that ‘the Lord loves me and that He had                  

blessed me.’ After returning home from this trip to the United States, I forgot about the                

prophecy almost entirely.  

 

An Intercessory Prayer Team For Professor Jacob J. H. Kim 

A few months later, in October 2006, while one of my close friend’s wife was praying at                 

home; she heard a voice saying, “Form an intercessory prayer team for Professor Jacob J. H.                

Kim!” So she built a team on my behalf according to the instruction. The members of the                 

prayer team were the chief intercessors of their respective churches. The LORD had already              

started to prepare my road, but I didn't even realize it. 

‘Why did this happen to someone not famous like me?’ I wondered. 

I was neither a minister, a missionary, nor a pastor. I could not understand why the special                 

prayer team was created. The group continued to pray for me for about 2 months. It is                 

shameful to confess that I was not praying at that time. I could not recognize the necessity of                  

prayer because I was a spiritual baby. One day they informed me that they had finished                
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holding the prayer meetings and that their mission had been completed. Throughout all this              

time, they had gathered together to pray for me even in my absence until their prayer mission                 

was completed. I couldn't understand the ways of these spiritual people.  

So, right at that moment when I had received the call from the secretary of the president                 

offering me a new position as the director of the Cultural Contents Development Center              

(CCDC); when I was still insisting that I could not take on the position, I suddenly                

remembered the prophecy for me while at the United States as well as the intercessory prayer                

team built on my behalf. I also remembered the Lord’s command saying, “I will go ahead of                 

you. Follow Me!” 

‘What if the prophecy was truly the Lord's voice ...?’ I wondered.  

Consequently, I assumed that it was indeed the Lord's voice as I remembered all the               

strange things that had happened to me. The Lord had created a prayer team just for me and                  

He had made those people pray for me; and now He is giving me a new position as the                   

director of CCDC. 

‘Oh! All these are the very things that the Lord had ordered me to follow,’ I muttered.  

I was astonished! The Biblical stories on how the Lord leads someone's life were              

happening in my life. I was just like a little boy who had been invited to the road without even                    

knowing what was going on. 

 

I will go before you and make the crooked places straight; I will break in pieces the                 

gates of bronze and cut the bars of iron. _Isaiah 45: 2 (NKJV) 

 

I did not even pray to get the position. It was the Lord's perfect guidance. The Lord was                  

inviting me, saying, “Come with me!” I had no choice but to accept the position. I did not                  

know anything; I was just as clueless as a young child on a beach. But I had gotten to believe                    

that the Lord had a plan through this work. I was living as a respected university professor to                  

the world, but in the spirit, I was only a little boy. 

Luckily, I had a spiritual mother. My family calls her ‘Deaconess-grandma’ who used to be               

a housekeeper in my home. If it hadn't been for Deaconess-grandma’s prayers, it would have               
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been impossible for me to understand the meaning of the prophecy, the intercessory prayer              

meetings and the importance of opening up to the spirit. 
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Chapter 02 The Secret Of Deep Faith And Great Peace 

A Spiritual Mother; Deaconess-Grandma Came 

Her name is Deog-gae Kim, but my wife and I call her ‘Deaconess-Grandma.’ (For simplicity               

of writing, I will call her ‘GRANDMA’ from now on) She is a spiritual mother to me, She                  

took care of our home and looked after my daughter when I was still a doctorate student.                 

Although she could not finish elementary school, she was the best spiritual mentor to me; a                

university professor. I can confidently say that my faith began because of her long              

intercessory prayers. She passed away in the summer of 2009, at the age of 94. I have to pay                   

homage to her!  

I cannot even quantify the wisdom in her life. Whenever something hard came up in my                

family, my wife and I would worry about what to do. Many times, we would conclude that we                  

would ask GRANDMA and when we did, she gave us the best answer every time. Whenever                

we decided to live according to what she said, we would live a peaceful and beautiful life. I                  

thought of her as a person who had mastered the Truth of Life. She was a living angel.                  

Through the eyes of the world, it would be strange for a highly educated professor who has a                  

Ph. D. from KAIST (Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology) to ask for advice               7

regarding his life issues from an ‘ignorant grandma.’ 

 

But God has chosen the foolish things of the world to put to shame the wise,  

and God has chosen the weak things of the world to put to shame the things which are                  

mighty; _1 Corinthians 1:27 (NKJV) 

  

She came to help us in raising my daughter when she was 70 years old and lived with us                   

for about a year. That was the year 1988. I was a Ph.D. course student and my income was too                    

7 KAIST is a top quality graduate school in Korea. It is often referred to as the MIT of Korea. 
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small. Moreso, at that time, my wife had a herniated disk and was not able to use her waist                   

with ease. So we hired an old woman, having limited labor capability with a low labor cost. 

Her teeth were almost rotten because she had not received good dental care throughout her               

life. My wife was having difficulties with the smell of her mouth, and it was disgusting to eat                  

meals together with her on one table. Since she didn't have good teeth, she ate her food after                  

chopping it into small pieces with scissors. Pieces of red pepper flakes from the previous               

meals were often left on the plates and bowls used during the next meal. This was because she                  

had poor eyesight. The Kitchen gas range was often dirty with food stains. My wife had a hard                  

time because her work was never clean but messy; but there was no other option. 

However, after a month or two of living together, we began to take notice of her amazing                 

life. She was so great in saving our living expenses and I began to really appreciate her efforts                  

in caring for our family. It was a blessing for me to meet her because we were barely                  

surviving on a small income. Even before I had believed in God, God was already pouring                

love into our family through her. We had a hard time due to low income. It might have been                   

the same for her since she had had to travel from Busan to Seoul in such an old age just to                     

work in a poor student's house. We felt sorry for her because we could not provide her with                  

good food. It was heartbreaking for me to see her poor condition which forced her into labor                 

to earn such little money in her old age.  

After a while, my wife began to be affected by GRANDMA's way of life. Whenever I                

came back home from school after research, she would tell me what GRANDMA had done               

each day. 

One day, she had asked GRANDMA to buy some apples from a supermarket near our               

home. However, she had not returned even after a couple of hours had passed. My wife got                 

worried. 

‘Was she unable to find her way back home? Did she get into a car accident?’my wife                 

wondered.  

She got an ominous thought and looked down from the veranda of our home apartment but                

she could not find GRANDMA. She had given GRANDMA only a small amount of money               

for buying a small bag of apples, but after a while GRANDMA returned with a bucketful of                 

apples.  
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Even though she did not know Seoul well geographically since she had relocated to Seoul               

from Busan; she asked her way around to an old market and took several buses to get there.                  

She bought the rather flawed apples at a discounted price because they were not in salable                

condition. When she was young, she had operated a street stall fruit shop; therefore, she knew                

how to buy fruit cheaply.  

She was caring for the student couple (me and my wife) as though we were her own                 

children. She often ground the apples and fed my daughter and only ate the remainders. There                

was little food which got wasted. She ate all the leftovers in my home.  

In order to save the water bill, she collected the water from the washing machine and                

washed the mop in it. Surprisingly, one day GRANDMA asked my wife to take a bath first                 

and said she would bathe in the water that my wife would leave over. However, my wife                 

begged GRANDMA to fetch clean water to use for her bath, but GRANDMA adamantly              

refused. Therefore, my wife did her best to leave the after-bath-water as clean as possible.               

GRANDMA took bath with the water. As I write this book now, when I think of the                 

deaconess GRANDMA's love, I get teary. 

In those days, in the eyes of my wife and I, GRANDMA’s way of life seemed miraculous.                 

She would read the Bible from time to time, whenever there was a little resting time in                 

between her busy house chores schedule. The chores included work such as preparing meals,              

dishwashing, cleaning rooms, baby bathing, etc. Her bible reading time was a few hours and               

she would read almost every day. ‘Is it really interesting to read the Bible?’ we were curious.                 

Her lifestyle had been consistent since the time she came into our home. For her, there was no                  

time to waste in front of the TV.  

 

A Woman Having The Secret Of The Great Peace 

We (my wife and I) never used to go to church, so we used to oversleep on Sundays. In                   

contrast, GRANDMA would get cleaned up, dress and go to church alone every Sunday. She               

never ever asked us to go to church together with her. The church that GRANDMA attended                

was not a big church. It was a small church, a little far from home which had just been                   

recently launched and was built with vinyl. 
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I was impressed by GRANDMA’s way of life. One day, my wife told me more amazing                

stories about her. She never missed having early morning prayers. More so, she offered all her                

income for the first month to the church. I thought ‘She might send the money to her son,                  

daughter or grandson,’ but she offered everything to the church! I was greatly shocked. I               

didn't know anything about the God she was trusting, but I could not stop thinking that her                 

behavior was just ‘marvelous.’ 

Before GRANDMA came to my house, we had previously had two relatively young             

housekeepers of age 50 in two different intervals. No matter how much my daughter cried,               

none of them ever got out of their room at all except during their working hours (10:00 am to                   

8:00 pm). They even locked the door to their room from inside after their working hours. My                 

wife could not hold and carry our daughter because of the pain on her back. They came to our                   

house only to make money and they dutifully obeyed their contracted labor time. By              

comparison, the grandmother always looked after my daughter like her own granddaughter.            

Of course, she came to my house to make money too, but she made it with love. Before                  

GRANDMA came, my daughter's character was not very good. When she came, my daughter              

began to become temperate. At the age of 70, taking care of a baby must have been hard labor.                   

However, GRANDMA did her best for the baby and with the house chores.  

GRANDMA lived with us for about a year until my daughter began to walk. She decided                

to return to Busan, her hometown, after receiving a message that her granddaughter had              

contracted tuberculosis. At this time, part-time housekeeping services became reasonable.          

When leaving my house, she asked my wife to read the Bible, especially the book of Romans.                 

My wife promised, “I will.” Before then, she had never asked us to believe in Jesus.                

GRANDMA was living a Christian life that exuded a beautiful fragrance of Jesus. 

In the beginning, my wife did not like to eat with her, but later on my wife and                  

GRANDMA would put their spoons in a soybean paste pot and eat together. GRANDMA's              

life was beautiful and the time she lived in our house was one of the happiest times for my                   

wife. I began to ponder about the mystery of growing old in Jesus. As far as we saw, there was                    

nothing in her life history that was worth mentioning, yet she had the mystery of great peace                 

that flowed from her deep faith in God. 
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My wife started reading the Bible later on just as she had promised GRANDMA. She also                

went to church and got baptized. Around that time, I got my Ph.D. from KAIST and a job at                   

Samsung Electronics. Two years later, I obtained professorship at Pusan National University.  

 

The Beautiful Prayer Of Deaconess-Grandma For Me  

GRANDMA taught the love of Jesus to my daughter by showing God's love through her               

own life, which we (my wife and I) had not known before. She was not only helping us to                   

reduce our general household expenses, but also with unquantifiable endless love and great             

dedication. That was not all! GRANDMA continuously prayed for our family. Most            

especially, she prayed a lot for me to be led to God. Eventually, I went to church and began to                    

believe in Jesus, after becoming a professor at Pusan National University.  

Much later, I visited GRANDMA’s house. It was in a poor hillside village, overlooking the               

Busan harbor. While I was climbing up the hill towards her house after walking halfway along                

some path, I took a narrow and steep staircase which led me into an alley which was too                  

narrow to handle two persons walking side by side. I could easily see the many rooftops of the                  

houses around the area. Her house was in the first village under the sky.  8

GRANDMA's house was the smallest among the homes at the top of the mountain. She               

liked to go to church for early morning prayers, climbing up and coming down the steep hill,                 

at the age of 90. Usually, at dawn there were no busses, so she always had to walk a long way                     

to go to church. She would walk and take several short rests until she got to church. More so,                   

she would have to face the hard task of walking uphill after the prayers. Her every day walk                  

for the early morning prayers was long with many intervals of ‘walk and rest’! Think of                

GRANDMA’s slow and frustrating pace walking uphill early in the morning, going to church              

for prayers; there really must be a magnificent and beautiful Kingdom of God somewhere. 

A few days before GRANDMA died, I visited GRANDMA's house with a camera. It was               

to capture the roads where GRANDMA used to walk to and from the early morning prayers.                

A poem arose in me while filming the scenery of the street; 

  

8 In Korea, the poor lives on high side of hills. ‘The first village under the sky’ means a very poor                     
village. 
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My Deaconess-Grandma  

 

Under the street light, 

In a cold winter before dawn, 

Along the street where the wind cuts through like a knife,  

A poor grandma without proper winter clothes to keep her warm, 

Physically exhausted by the old age of 90, 

Climbs uphill with puffed panting, 

That she might have a rest. 

 

Under the street light of a narrow alley, 

At the old age of 90 

 

How did she climb up these steep stairs every day? 

How good was God’s word for her? 

How could she walk,  

The long, long difficult pilgrimage to the early morning prayers  

every day? 

 

Just how much God was pleased with this obedient servant! 

  

Whenever I go for early morning prayers in the winter, I quickly get dressed in 10 minutes,                 

go to the apartment parking lot, and start my car. I then arrive at church within 30 minutes. No                   

matter how cold it is, the total time I get exposed to cold air is usually less than a minute or                     

two. I sometimes exaggerate the severeness of the cold weather especially when it gets to               

negative 10 degrees Celsius (14 °F). However, it is not usually that severe because I’m usually                
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heavily armed with a down parka. My admiration for the Word of God is on a very different                  

dimension compared to that of GRANDMA. She always made this prayer for me;  

 

“God, raise professor Jacob J. H. Kim as high as the stars in the sky and use him.” 

She prayed it for me every day. I often feel like I live under the special grace of God,                   

thanks to GRANDMA. It is hard to estimate how great GRANDMA’s intercessory prayers for              

me were.  

I still live under the grace of GRANDMA’s intercessions. When my wife and I eventually               

go to heaven, the first person we want to see is GRANDMA. I miss ‘the living angel’ that God                   

sent to our family. (I have many more stories about GRANDMA, but it is regrettable that I                 

have to cut them short due to page limitation.) 

 

Recognizing God’s Existence Through The Healing Of My Wife 

My wife had lived with a problematic waist disc for 16 years. Even though she had gone to                  

many hospitals, she had not gotten better. Amazingly, she received a healing prayer from              

another deaconess and got healed. I saw the healing start right from when the deaconess               

simply put her hand on my wife’s back and prayed. After a few months of prayer, my wife                  

recovered remarkably. 

When I witnessed this, I began to believe that there is a ‘Spiritual force’ that I did not                  

understand. I became aware of the spiritual world and the existence of God. That is how I got                  

to receive the Lord in my heart at the age of 40. I read the Bible entirely for one year and got                      

baptized. My first love for the Lord was so sweet! Whenever I prayed, his answer was quick.                 

Strangely enough, just before my water baptism, I got baptized by Holy Fire while in a trance.                 

It was like I was directly hit by a lightening of 30,000 volts. I felt like my spirit left my flesh                     

and went to the other side of the universe. Maybe I had been to the gate of heaven. On that                    

day I got born again. 

However the more I loved the Lord, the more I got tested in church. I began to notice many                   

things in the church. Whereas I misunderstood some of them, others were definitely the fault               
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of the church. Thankfully, my faith was not uprooted from its roots because of such things. I                 

took this process as a process of spiritual growth. 

My Christian life has one distinct characteristic; if ever I get to know what the Truth is, I                  

have to live according to it! That is the nature of my Christianity. Although this has made my                  

Christian life difficult, it has been of great help in gradually changing my whole life, world                

view, and church view through the Lord's guidance. 

As the years passed on, I became more convinced that the Lord is alive, and I got to love                   

Jesus more deeply. Naturally, I began to feel that I wanted to live for God's Kingdom. I tried                  

to match everything in my life with the Truth of the Lord, and I asked for the filling of the                    

Holy Spirit. 

Ten years before the prophecy in the United States, my faith was like that of a naive young                  

child. In those days, my Christian life was quite smooth. I think the smoothness was due to the                  

intercessions of GRANDMA. It was also GRANDMA's influence that made me accept the             

director position at the Cultural Content Development Center (CCDC) and to believe in             

God’s guidance throughout my busy schedule and tiring issues.  
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Chapter 03 Living Without A Song Is A Sin  

Fallen In A Labyrinth 

As soon as the semester began in March 2007, I visited the office of the director of Cultural                  

Contents Development Center (CCDC). In the office assigned to me, there was a personal              

secretary and an attached conference room; the type which ordinary professors could not even              

dream of. It looked like the position I had accepted was apparently more important than what I                 

had thought. Strangely enough, when doing my research, I found out that, Pusan National              

University was the only university that the center had established itself in, amongst all the               

other universities in Korea. Furthermore, the center had not attained any achievement at all              

during the last 2 years. 

“This institute is drifting away from what it had been established for. The president of PNU                

probably hopes that the new director will develop it again from the ground zero,” The               

secretary told me.  

While, listening to the secretary's briefing, I felt like I had fallen into some kind of a                 

labyrinth. I had become the director of this center, the only one in Korea and no one knew the                   

reason for its existence anymore. How could I effectively understand these weird            

circumstances? I had to step forward and face this strange and rare situation. However, I did                

not know in which direction I had to go, for what purpose, and how I was supposed to                  

advance. The only thing I could do was praying. Like the Israelites in the wilderness, who had                 

to stay and wait whenever the pillar of cloud and the pillar of fire did not move; I too had to                     
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stay there and wait. I came to understand later, that the Lord had led me into that position so                   

that I could pray. I prayed with the heart of a child standing in front of an impossible puzzle.                   

From that time on, the topic of my prayer was only one thing;  

“Lord! Why did you give this position to me? What do you want me to do here? Where do                   

you want me to go?” 

I wrote three words, ‘Cultural,’ ‘Contents,’ and ‘Development’ on paper. Like a person             

who throws a fishing rod in a dead pond with no fish, I prayed for long and fell into deep                    

thoughts. About a month later, the will of the Lord was laid heavily upon my heart! 

 

“Reveal In-ku Yun to the world!” 

 

I wondered what this response meant. In-ku Yun was the founder and the first president of                

Pusan National University (PNU), but I did not know much about him. I had been working as                 

a professor at PNU for 15 years, but I had never paid much thought to who he was. I really did                     

not understand why the Lord had asked me to do this. However, when I thought about it, I                  

found the answer already in the name of the Cultural Contents Development Center (CCDC).              

Since only PNU had adopted the CCDC in the entire country, I figured that it was God's will                  

that we should make some unique content for PNU. I thought it would be meaningful enough                

to make some content about the founder and the first president of PNU. This seemed like the                 

right choice as the first project of the CCDC. Therefore, I decided to produce a documentary                

about him.  

Nevertheless, I had some doubts about why God wanted me to reveal the first president of                

PNU, since PNU is not a Christian university. However, after praying much I thought about               

the university’s motto, ’Truth, Liberty, and Service.’ I got a vague idea that In-ku Yun could                

have been a Christian. I did not know anything about In-ku Yun, though. 

 

A Starting Point Of Grace; The Wilderness  

I thought it was an excellent idea to make a documentary about the first president as the                 

first project for the cultural center. The Lord had accorded me this incredible wisdom, and I                
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felt very proud of myself. One day, I got excited about it and called my secretary aloud and                  

said,  

“I want to make a documentary about the first president of Pusan National University.              

How many funds do we have for this year?”  

An unexpected answer came back. The center was penniless; from the time when it had               

been established, a policy had been adapted that CCDC should work by securing its own               

funds to take care of its own budget. It was really absurd! I had been assigned to a position in                    

a penniless institution and the president did not have any intention of providing funding for               

the indefinite future. I felt a strong impulse to storm into the presidential office at that                

moment, and furiously protest by kicking the door, forcefully entering and shouting, “Did you              

appoint me to this position to treat me this way?”  

How could this happen to me? I had neither the funds, nor manpower, nor the producing                

ability to create a good documentary. I had nothing at all except myself for this project. More                 

so, although it was my duty and plan to research and trace In-ku Yun’s life beyond history and                  

make a documentary out of it, I did not know how to grasp and navigate through history. I was                   

an absolute beginner who had never done this type of work before. After considering all the                

circumstances, I had to give up; I had to admit my inability and take my hands off the project                   

in total surrender. I prayed to the Lord arguing with Him ; however, the more I prayed, an                  

inner voice grew stronger and resonated with the words, “Reveal In-ku Yun to the world.”               

While considering all the prevailing circumstances, it felt natural to confess my incapability in              

making the documentary, but from deep within me, the thought that I had to accomplish this                

task continuously emerged. 

The Lord had placed me in the desert. If I had not been put in the wilderness where I could                    

not do anything; I would have tried to solve the problem by myself, without seeking the Lord.                 

He made me pray and He had been waiting for me in the wilderness. Like a newborn chick, I                   

kept on learning the steps of prayer along the way.  
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The Arrow And The Song  

Even though In-ku Yun is the founder and the first president of PNU, he had mysteriously                

been utterly forgotten from the university’s history. The university had lost the history of its               

roots! PNU had become utterly disconnected from the early history of its foundation. I could               

not understand why he had been erased from history. 

One day, while I was praying, I thought I could find something about him on the Internet.                 

Therefore, I turned on my computer and entered 'In-ku Yun, Pusan National University' in              

the search box. After searching through a few pages, the first thing I realized was that In-ku                 

Yun was a fan of one of Longfellow's poems, ‘The Arrow and The Song.’ Hence, I searched                 

for the lyrics; 

 

The Arrow and the Song 

  

I shot an arrow into the air,  

It fell to earth, I knew not where;  

For, so swiftly it flew,  

The sight could not follow it in its flight.  

 

I breathed a song into the air,  

It fell to earth, I knew not where;  

For who has sight so keen and strong,  

That it can follow the flight of song?  

 

Long, long afterward, in an oak  

I found the arrow still unbroken;  

And the song, from beginning to end,  

I found it again in the heart of a friend.  
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To me, In-ku Yun was not different from any other historical person. The poem was the                

first clue in history that connected me with In-ku Yun.  

Although I am an engineer, I love poetry in the same way I love art. Hence I memorized                  

the poem that In-ku Yun loved to recite, since it attracted me in a strange way. When it                  

eventually got into me, it began to speak to my heart, 

“Do you know ‘the arrow and the song,’ in the poem, that In-ku Yun loved to recite? ”  

I was ashamed and could not answer at all. I was curious about the song that In-ku Yun                  

recited and the meaning of Longfellow's poem. My curiosity was amplified by praying. I              

wished to see In-Ku Yun right in front of my eyes because I wanted to ask him directly about                   

his song. 

One night, in my prayer, I asked the Holy Spirit sincerely what was the song In-ku Yun                 

sang. The Holy Spirit asked me back, 

“What songs have you been singing in your life? What songs will you sing in your future                 

life?” 

In a trance, the Holy Spirit’s question suddenly pushed me from a cliff, to where a romantic                 

singer was enjoying the poetry. His words shook my soul, piercing it like a strong arrow, as I                  

fell down from the cliff.  

“A man must live a life of singing.”  

The message of the Holy Spirit struck me heavily.  

 

 

To Destroy The Frame; Sing! 

My life was like a leaf that had been scattered around while the wind was blowing.                

Heidegger called this process ‘En-framing,’ a phrase that simply means that the world usually              9

propels us to go in the direction that it wants, by capturing us into its frame and then bringing                   

us forth to where it wants us to be. According to him, I was already captured in the frame; I                    

had lived my life accepting the already set standards that the world deemed valuable. The               

9 A German philosopher (1889-1976). 
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blood circulating in my blood vessels was not mine, but the fake blood that the world had                 

injected in me. My outer being was me, but my inner being was not me. Heidegger proposes                 

that in order to break the frame, one has to write a poem. Writing a poem is trying to generate                    

a beautiful song to consistently break up the frames. So when someday a beautiful song is                

eventually created, the poetry and the poetic language breaks the old frames of everyone who               

reads the poem. When the song is born, it breaks the frames that were entrapping and                

suppressing people just as Jesus says, “The truth will set you free.”  

Nathan M. Pusey, the President of Harvard University who led the reforms in the              

university in the 1960s, said this aloud:  

“Today, young people need four things: a flag that they can shake as much as they want,                  

songs they can sing with all their heart, creeds worth giving up their lives for, and a leader to                   

whom they can risk their lives for.” 

That song which the youth can sing with all their heart that president Nathan Pusey referred                

to, might be the song of freedom sung after breaking the frames of bondage, It may be the                  

same reason why the prophet Isaiah commanded the lives once dead and resurrected, to wake               

up and sing; 

  

Your dead shall live; Together with my dead body they shall arise. Awake and sing, 

you who dwell in dust; For your dew is like the dew of herbs,And the earth shall cast 

out the dead. _Isaiah 26:19  

 

I remembered my childhood; a time when I was often dreamy and happy. I recalled a scene                 

of me declaring to my friend that I would become an excellent educator. It was the year when                  

I was a freshman at the university. It was a dream and a song of mine that had settled deeply                    

in my mind during my youth. 

  

I am   10

  

10 The Poem by the author. 
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Without dreams,  

Without songs,  

Experienced long weathering,  

In the time passing 

 

I am an old and ripped vinyl, 

Not knowing the shame.  

 

At the age of 50, I realized that I was like a fake professor. I had lived without any values                    

to devote my life to; even though I was full of worldly knowledge in my head. How shameful                  

it is to live without knowing what is truly essential in life! 

 

What Songs Have You Been Singing? 

I was only chasing the lust of the body, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life every day in                      

the world. Even if I openly confessed my love for God, the values of the world were often                  

driving me into the world of sin. Yet, I deceived myself and assumed that I was a divine                  

being, who called himself a Christian, and was living a self deceptive life.  

I found myself living in the world without any song to sing, floundering in the worldly                

values. Even so, was I proud of being a son of God? I was so ashamed of myself. I began to                     

cry, but it was really not me crying; It was the Holy Spirit. Repentance broke out! The Holy                  

Spirit made me realize the fact that life without a song is a sin. The more I cried and repented,                    

the more I became sorrowful. My crying transformed gradually into mourning. That day, I              

encountered God the Holy Spirit, the one who changes those who pray.  

The God, who shakes the core of my existence and thoughts, asked me, “What song have                

you been singing? What song will you sing and live by?” 

 

Heal me, O Lord, and I shall be healed; save me, and I shall be saved, _Jeremiah                 

17:14  
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At the end of the repentance with many tears and prayers, I gave the following supplication                

from my spirit to the Lord:  

“Lord! Please let me know the song that was in the heart of In-ku Yun. Help me to live my                    

life singing that song. Let me find the values that I should dedicate all my life to.” 
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Chapter 4: Reveal In-ku Yun To The World 

Why Should It Be In-ku Yun? 

I hated history both in middle school and high school. However, I changed from being just                

an obedient follower of the Lord’s command, “reveal In-ku Yun to the world,” to a pilgrim                

going along the river called ‘Unknown History,’ in search for In-ku Yun’s ‘song.’ 

 

My spirit and soul were deeply immersed in two words: ‘The arrow and the song.’ These two                  

words became my earnest prayer titles. 

‘What was the arrow that In-ku Yun had shot?’ 

‘What was the song that he breathed?’ 

‘What was it that he dedicated his life to?’ 

As prayer deepened, these questions came back to me as echoes. 

On one hand, living fifty years of my life without something to dedicate myself to               

was futile. I thought,  

‘I should not live like this.’ 

On the other hand, I still could not understand why the Lord was interested in PNU. It is a                   

national university; not a Christian university! No trace of christianity was visible in the              

university. It is not a missionary school but a secular national university. ‘The university              

seems to have no Christian based roots. Why did God want me to reveal him?’ The questions                 

arose endlessly within me. I just kept on praying. Then, I found an old newspaper column                

starting with Longfellow’s poem, which In-ku Yun loved to sing. The article by the reporter               

Young-hee Lee, had been written in the Kukje Newspaper and it was dated May 21, 1994. The                 
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article not only informed me of who In-ku Yun was, but also helped me to understand why he                  

loved the poem so much as an educator. Thanks to this article, I was able to understand In-ku                  

Yun’s song and his life a little bit. (The poem is omitted below because it was already                 

introduced previously in chapter 3 of this book). Below is an excerpt from the newspaper               

article;  

 

‘The arrow and the song.’ This is the poem by an American poet Longfellow, that               

In-ku Yun; the first president of Pusan National University, drew strength from. He             

never ever forgot it throughout his entire lifetime. He said that, “if one’s dedication and               

efforts can remain in the hearts of the younger generations and be helpful to them               

throughout their lifetime; then it's worthwhile for the educator to give away his whole              

life like Jesus.” 

He also quoted a fact in his lecture: 

“During the elementary school-days of Luther the great reformer, the principal of their             

school always saluted the students with great honor by taking his hat off whenever he               

saw anyone of them. People asked him the reason for doing this: He replied, ’do you                

know what great figure is hiding within these kids?’ The principal's salutation produced             

Martin Luther.” 

These words formed In-ku Yun's educational philosophy, which birthed the Pusan           

National University of today; which was initially a land of many lumps of stones.  

Nothing tangible is left from the educator’s life of eighty years. His old apartment,              

where his wife, Deok-soo Bang (at the age of 91) is still living, has already been donated                 

to Pusan National University. However, as the poem ‘The Arrow and The Song,’ says,              

the seed he sowed has already yielded fruits. Pusan National University, which was             

celebrating its 48th-anniversary on May 15th (1994), has produced 85,000 masters and            11

doctoral graduates, who are showing great talent in the local community. Furthermore,            

the ivory tower that he had built 40 years ago on the present PNU land, which was then                  12

just a mere mountain, where no one lived and had no available means of transport; is                

11 Note this article was written in 1998. 
12 ‘Ivory Tower’ symbolize the university. 
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now displaying his foresightedness right on the face of those people who said that he               

was ‘a crazy man’ or ‘a dreamer.’”  

 

 

In-ku Yun stands in the background of the 'Stone Building' made of the carved-stones of Geumjeong 
Mountain. 

 

In-ku Yun was born in Gupo area in Busan, on November 1, 1903. In his youth, he                 13

served as a pastor, as an educator and as a torchbearer; leading farmers at the prime of                 

his age, while leading society at his old age. 

His father, Sang-eun Yun, was a banker who provided financial support to the             

independence forces of Korea during the Korean Japanese occupation. His family was            

highly ranked in the community of Busan, as seen through his uncle Pil-eun Yun, who               

was a Bu-yun of Dongrae , and also his elder cousin Hyeon-jin Yun who served as a                14 15

senior financial manager for the Provisional Government of Korea in Shanghai .  16

In-ku Yun was a graduate of Busanjin Primary School. While attending Dongrae            

middle-high School, he was expelled from school with a penalty, due to his             

13 Gupo is a town in the west of Busan. 
14 A local official position in Joseon (The Lee dynasty of Korea was disappeared by occupation of 

Japan.) 
15 Dongrae was center of Busan in Joseon, the Lee dynasty.  
16 Korea was a colony of Japan at that time. As the independence movement, the Temporal 

Government of Korea was established in Shanghai, China. 
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participation in the 3.1 Movement . He then attended the Seoul YMCA Youth            17

Association. Later on, he encountered Christ, who set the course for his life, during the               

time he was studying in Japan. In 1920, he entered the Meiji Gakuin Middle School               18

and began his Puritan lifestyle based on Christian education, while studying the Bible,             

Tolstoy, and the experiences of Kagawa Toyohiko . He graduated from the Department            19

of Theology, at Meiji Gakuin University , and also later graduated from Princeton            20

University in the United States and Edinburgh University in England respectively. In            

1931, he married Deok-soo Bang, at the late age of 28, who became a lifetime comrade,                

and later joined the Ok-bong-Li Church in Jinju (now the Jinju Church) to take his first                

step as a religious leader.  

 

 

In-ku Yun (left) and pastor Ki-chol Chu (right) 
 

The emergence of the young pastor In-ku Yun; who became the founder of one of the                

three major churches in Gyeongsangnam-do and Gyeongnam Province , gave people a           21

big shock; but after four years of pastoral life, he realized that the church must move                

deeper into society, especially towards the disastrous rural villages. He was appointed            

17 The greatest demonstration of people declaring Korea’s independence from Japan during the 
Japanese colonial period.  

18 A mission school in Japan. 
19 A famous Japanese Christian pacifist, Christian reformer, and labour activist. 
20 A mission university of Japan. 
21 Gyeongnam Province, at that time, includes Busan. It is corresponding a small state of US. 
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the Principal of Masan Gospel Farm Practical School (Masan-GFPS) in 1935, and he             

sought to cultivate rural church workers and leaders. It was a change of direction from               

personal ministry to raise outstanding individuals for the nation.  

The Korean liberation gave him a lot of work. In-ku Yun, served as a senior manager in                 

the Department of Education at the US Army Military Government in Korea            22

(USA-MGiK) of Gyeongnam Province. He reopened both the elementary and middle           

schools which the Japanese teachers had left. He devoted himself to training teachers .             23

Busan Teachers' School, which was developed later as Busan College of Education,            

was established at that time. During his five years of involvement in school affairs, he               

reinforced more than 1,500 teachers.  

On the other hand, In-ku Yun integrated 5 ~ 6 supporting associations for founding              

colleges and received approval for the establishment of Pusan National College (PNC)            

on May 15, 1946. However, they did not have any useful school buildings, so they had                

to move around to the Fisherman’s College, Daesin-Dong Youth Academy, and other            

places. Eventually, PNC got a building but it was forcibly taken by the army during the                

Korean War. He later bought land behind some playground and built tent classrooms             

which were reconstructed to wooden classrooms with the help of the United Nations             

Korean Support Group and other supporters. 

Even though he had paid the asked price for the land, suddenly the former landlord               

reappeared and said, “The sale was a bad deal. Where is the president? Come out!” So                

Yun escaped, and spent the night hiding behind the classroom building; he was unable              

to sleep at home. 

In the meantime, he became even more motivated and Pusan National College (PNC)             

got promoted to Pusan National University (PNU) in April 1953, and he got appointed              

as its first president in November of the same year. In 1955, in spite of all the                 

opposition, he prepared the university land, a big rock filled valley, with the aid of the                

22 Korea was under the control of US military government for 3 years after liberation in 1945. 
23 After Korean liberation, there was a severe lack of teachers in the schools because the Japanese 

education was collapsed.  
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US Army in Jangjeon-Dong. Just as one of his disciples had mentioned, he turned PNU               

to a heavenly flower garden, as if God was cultivating heaven.  

“He made rice balls at home and came out to the construction site to share them with                 

the construction workers. He boiled noodles and ate with the laborers and slept on a               

military bed.” This is the story told by former PNU professor Jum-ryang Oh (78), who               

worked together with Yun when he was constructing the Pusan National University            

building. He invented the well known modern day, Hyowon (曉原) , the Rainbow            24

Gate, the Woong-Bi (雄飛) Tower which symbolizes the desire to have a great flight,              25

and the eagle design on the school flag. There was no place his mind did not reach                 

thinking about the nation and the people in every corner of Pusan National University.  

The people who had an encounter with In-ku Yun vividly remember his rather unusual              

character before he attained his achievements. He had a personality like that of bamboo             

that hates lies. He always consistently followed a prudent and honest life, (i.e.,              26

‘saving and returning expenses during official trips’) which was quite unusual           

compared to other Koreans during that time period of rampant corruption; but could it              

be too difficult for a fish to live in very clear water? Surprisingly, he had many                27

enemies. Some of In-ku Yun’s disciples recounted him as follows: 

“It was difficult to earn his trust. However, after taking someone through many tests              

and ascertaining that a person was clean, he (Yun) would give infinite love.”  

“When I joined the army, he visited me in Nonsan . Conversely, if Yun sensed that a                28

person was lying, he would withdraw his emotions from that person. In this sense, he               

(Yun) was not generous. He hated lying more than anything else, but because of his               

simplicity, he often got caught in misunderstandings with people who did not            

understand him and were full of wiles.”  

24 HyoWon (曉原) is composed of two Chinese characters, means ‘Downing’ and ‘Field’.  
25 WoongBi (雄飛) is composed of two Chinese characters, means ‘Great’ and ‘Fly’.  
26 The personality of bamboo’ means ‘the character not bending easily depending on the 

circumstances.’ When one divide the bamboo with a knife, it is divided from one end to the other 
end. But bending the bamboo is very difficult. 

27 At that time, Korea was very corrupt. People were saying, "it is difficult to live upright only by himself                    
in Korea." 

28 In Nonsan, the biggest training institutes of Army of Korea is located. ‘Visiting Nonsan’ manes 
In-ku Yun thought the young as his own son. 
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According to a professor at Dongseo University, Kwon-seop Jeong (1956, Law           

Department), one of In-ku Yun’s students; if he would have tolerated everyone’s            

opinions, then he would not have left PNU. (Some officials were making secret             

university political parties based on their personal interests and opinions; but In-ku Yun             

ran the university based only on the Truth. He had no interest in being involved with                

university politics. Eventually, they made In-ku Yun leave PNU.) 

In 1960 a university presidential election was held at PNU and unfortunately he did not               

go through and therefore had to leave PNU. His 12 year rule was denied due to some                 

faculty conflicts. More so, the president of the Korean Liberal Party , Seung-man            29

Rhee, (who was a dictator and was opposed by almost all Koreans) supported him very               

much and even though In-ku Yun was not affiliated to politics at all, many Koreans               

developed an opposing mindset towards him due to this support. He was not greedy for               

PNU presidency but his heart was gravely wounded during the PNU presidential battle,             

which had lots of poor politics and was full of party-to-party strife. It took 15 years for                 

the injuries inflicted on his heart to heal; this is almost as long as the years he spent at                   

Pusan National University.  

In 1961, he became the president of Yonsei University, and he resigned in 1964. 

Before he had a stroke (1980), he continued his activities as an educator, as a lecturer at                 

PNU, the principal of Busan Theological Seminary, and the founder of Youngnam            

Theological Seminary. He passed away on January 25, 1986. 

In-ku Yun donated 200 million won of his wealth to the Pusan National University as 

scholarship funds for students. After his death, the donations of his wife's apartment and 

those of his disciples were put together to build a memorial hall in his honor, which was 

named after him and his wife as In-Deok Building; built on PNU campus on May 15, 

1991. 

He did not have the desire to have his statue erected. His wife, who accepted the 

memorial building in his honor regretted a lot later on. She exclaimed, “Oh! compared 

29 The first Korean president Seung-man Rhee who had been leading the Liberal Party loved In-ku 
Yun so much. Koreans hated the government during that period.  
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to my husband, I think I may be more materialistic!” He was someone who would not 

have liked that kind of name on the building nor the statue erected in his honor. 

One disciple at Pusan National University, Jung-won Lee (F, 58) once said that In-ku              

Yun kept such a clear personality! Even though he is long dead, his spirit, which was                

devoted to education, still lives on in many of his disciples. 

 

Oh My God! In-ku Yun, the founder and the 1st president of my university, was a pastor! I                  

didn't know this before reading this article! 

It was astonishing to know that when he was only 29 years old, he became one of the three                   

greatest pastors of Gyengsangnam-Do Province together with pastors Ki-chul Chu and           30 31

Yak-sin Lee. He was a revivalist for the youth, a torchbearer and an educator for rural areas                 

and farmers in the prime of his life, and a social worker in his old age. By the time I                    

discovered these facts, I felt like I got a strong electric shock through my whole body. I was so                   

fascinated by the incredibly divine guidance of God.  

‘How amazing is it that In-ku Yun was a great pastor!’ I muttered. He was an excellent                 

person who has unfortunately been forgotten! When the Korean people were enslaved by             

Japanese imperialism, how was In-ku Yun able to study abroad in Japan, the United States,               

and England even when Korea was the poorest country in the world? I thought that finding a                 

young man (like In-ku Yun), who would travel and study the world's best theologies and then                

return to a slavery stricken Korea; was like finding a Moses of Korea; the Biblical Moses who                 

had been educated as a son of the princess of Egypt during the slavery period. Just like Moses,                  

Yun wanted to lead Koreans out of slavery by enlightening them through Christianity.  

My heart was filled with emotions. There could be no doubt that ‘Revealing In-ku Yun to                

the world’ was God’s plan. 

 

Oh, send out Your light and Your truth! Let them lead me; Let them bring me to Your 

holy hill and to Your tabernacle. _Psalm 43:3 

30 ‘Do’ is similar to ‘state’ in the US. But it is much smaller because Korea is smaller than the US. 
31 When Japan occupied Korea, she forced Korean Christians to worship idolatrous Japanese 

shrines. Ki-Chul Chu was the last pastor who resisted until martyrdom. As a result, Japanese 
imperialism failed to spiritually suppress Korean Christianity. 
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Not only had Pusan National University forgotten In-ku Yun but also the world at large had                

forgotten him. Only the Lord alone remembered; and by His unilateral grace, I decided to               

reveal him to the world again. If I had not been guided by the Lord, how could I have found                    

out the secret of his history by myself? How amazing was it? It was IMPOSSIBLE. 

“From now on, I will go ahead of you! follow me!” The Lord had promised me. 

After I heard the prophecy, everything that happened to me afterwards was a series of               

miracles. A small puzzle started from the forgotten name of In-ku Yun throwing a metaphor               

of the arrow and the song, and causing a slow ripple in my mind which seemed to lead me into                    

the great theme of the history of the Japanese occupation period, religion, education, public              

enlightenment, and the Kingdom of God. 

I was wondering what God would accomplish through the work of revealing In-ku Yun to               

the world. 

“God, are you trying to restore the forgotten history of 70 years ago? What is the purpose                 

of this work?” 

I kept asking and praying. As I continued to pray, I got the clue that ‘Revealing In-ku Yun                  

to the world’ was related to ‘The Lord leading us to a revival.’ 

 

The Book ‘Revival’ Was Delivered As A Gift 

I long for revival. I believe I am not the only one. Revival begins with the rebirth of one                   

person (Born Again). Through the regeneration of one person, an individual regains a healthy              

relationship with God the creator; restoring the first love with God, being filled with the Holy                

Spirit, and thus retrieving His calling. 

In addition, holy restoration takes place in all the relationships that surrounds him/her             

(parents and children, brothers and sisters, mentors and disciples, men and women, couples,             

and neighbors). This creates a chain reaction like nuclear bombs and reaches a total social               

transformation (health, creativity, grace, love, and goodwill). Revival is the history of the             
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Lord's Spirit visiting the region. Many people become aware of sin and repent. We cannot               

bring revival with human power because it is God’s sovereign work.  

 

For every holy mountain of mine holiness shall not be hurt, for the knowledge of the                

LORD shall be full of the world, as the waters cover the sea _Isaiah 11: 9 

 

The Lord has made me discover a certain parable about revival. Here is the parable; there                

come dark clouds. Dark clouds approach and cast a shadow over the ground, and the raindrops                

thicken rapidly. This rain restores the lives in the dry land. There are enormous electric               

energies on the clouds in the sky. Their full power is seeking a place to connect with on the                   

earth. Lightning falls on a lightning rod, a sharp point higher than other sites with the highest                 

potential. At that instant, it enlightens all the world, and its great sound resonates all through                

it.  

The enormous energy in the parable of the dark clouds above can be compared to the                

revival energy of God. The lightning rods cannot create lightning. We have tried so many               

things in our own ways, but the world seems to be more deprived and desperate. He who waits                  

for a revival should sanctify himself and wait for the time of God’s grace. We cannot live                 

without the blessing of heaven. What each of us can do for revival is to discipline and sharpen                  

ourselves toward God like the lightning rod and try to draw a little closer to God. Revival is                  

entering the age of God’s perfect grace. Now we need revival desperately. 

I am a professor of engineering. Every action I take has to be purposeful - to reach a certain                   

outcome. I work by predicting what my work will bring. Therefore, it was necessary for me to                 

understand what goals I would accomplish by ‘Revealing In-ku Yun to the world.’ I kept               

praying for this matter. Then one day in March 2007, a book by Martyn Lloyd-Jones’ titled,                

‘Revival’ (published by Crossway) was delivered as a gift to our home. Since I had been                

praying, I thought it might be the Lord’s answer to my question. I kept on reading the book                  

expectantly. 
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There is no exception, revival eventually occurs when we rediscover the fundamental            

Truth of the Christian faith. Before the breaking out of revival, the re-discovery of the               

Truth always takes place. 

 

I felt a fire was starting in my mind for revival, as I read the book. I asked the Lord again.                     

“Is it possible to rediscover the basic Truth of the Christian faith as I continue my search for                  

In-ku Yun? And can revival happen?” 

 

If He Is A Good Old Pathway; A Well Of Revival 

Rev. Martyn Lloyd Jones talks about Isaac's well in his book; 

 

Then Isaac departed from that place, and set a tent in the valley of Gerard, and dwelt                 

there. And he dug the wells that he had dug at the time of Abraham, his father                 

because, after the death of Abraham, the Philistines put the wells in place. And he               

called them by the name which the father had called _Genesis 26: 17,18 

 

Isaac remembered the well that his father Abraham had dug. When he and his family,               

slaves, and animals were dying of thirst, Isaac dug out the wells that the Philistines had                

covered with trash. There was still living water flowing in them. Consequently, Isaac’s family              

gained life again. 

Isaac’s situation was just the same as our present spiritual situation. People are dying              

because they do not have living water. It is a confusing and dark world. Wherever I look                 

around, I cannot see any hope at all. Christianity is greatly despised. We have lost the way,                 

and there is no light guiding us. What shall we do? 
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This is what the LORD says: Stand in the way and see where the old path, the good                  

road, is, and go there. Your soul will be peaceful, but their answer is that we will not go                   

there _Jeremiah. 6:16 

Yes! Once upon a time, there was the old path; the good road. There was an incredible way                  

of doing things in faith. The path which Godly men walked through in history. That was the                 

way of Abraham. Isaac remembered the way of Abraham and found the wells again. God               

commands us to seek for them. 

Likewise, ‘In-ku Yun may be a well of revival.’ 

This thought captured me and deeply rooted inside me. I came to have expectations and               

hope; that I would encounter the fundamental truth of Christianity through In-ku Yun, to              

whom God gave special grace to study the best theologies in the world; just as He had given                  

Moses the same blessing. The Israelites’ situation was similar to Korean’s. The Korean people              

were slaves of the Japanese imperial government just as Israel was enslaved to Egypt. When               

all this came to my mind, the fog slowly dissipated. It became clear that the prophecy that I                  

had heard, “I will go ahead, follow me.” was the Lord’s voice. It was also surely God’s will                  

for me to listen to his voice in the prayer saying, “reveal In-ku Yun to the world.” I had met                    

the Lord who was going ahead of me leading the way. On this road, which I am unfamiliar                  

with, I have met the Lord who leads my way. 

 

But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, and a people of His                 

acquisition, so that you may proclaim the perfections of Him who called you out of               

darkness into His marvelous light _1 Peter 2:9 

 

I gave God a thanksgiving prayer. I praised God for leading me to the marvelous ways of                 

the Light. 
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Chapter 05 The Covered Well; The Forgotten History 

The Disappeared Traces Of History 

 

“Time goes by, leaving behind identifiable traces; crystallized and piled up in history.             

Time does not dissipate, time piles up.”  32

 

I was the Director of the Cultural Contents Development Center (CCDC) as mentioned             

previously. It had no funds, and no human resources and in addition, I was ignorant about                

history. I did not know how to find In-ku Yun’s history. More so, no one knew about In-ku                  

Yun around me.  

I was just waiting and hoping to catch some waves which history might throw towards me;                

just like one of the many giant antennas built to record all the radio waves from outer space,                  

which could possibly contain mysteries of the creation of the universe. 

Although I endeavored to find historical clues about In-ku Yun, there were scarcely any              

clues other than the one newspaper article as mentioned earlier. I often ran through different               

materials in the library to find out if there was an autobiography or memoir about him. It was                  

a fruitless effort. I was too ignorant about searching through history. Was I not an electronics                

engineer? It was hilarious. A man whose specialty is in designing electronic circuits and              

semiconductors was now hanging on the unresponsive phone line of history. 

  

32 Hyeong-jun Park, “Now, I am going to tell about disappearing,” 144 poets selected, Literature and 
Intelligence. 
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I had tried this, that, and everything else possible but failed. Finally, I concluded that I                

should pray. Why don't we ever begin with prayer? Why don't we go to the place of prayer                  

before reaching a dead end?  

“Lord, I cannot do it. Why did you make a historically-ignorant person, who’s majored in                

electronics engineering, have to research through history? Lord, please help me.”I prayed.  

It seemed that Lord was waiting for me to come to the place of prayer. A few days later, I                    

got informed that there was a professor at PNU in the Department of History, who was                

studying the modern history of Busan. It was nice to meet him. He told me an amazing story                  

about In-ku Yun’s family which is relayed below.  

 

In-ku Yun’s family was noble and important. When talking about the history of Busan, you               

can not leave out him and his family. It was a prominent family in Busan and in Gyeongnam                  

province and it sponsored the independence movement of Korea. In-ku Yun's father            

(Sang-eun Yun) established the first modern Korean people’s bank (Gupo Bank) for the first              33

time in Korea by collecting capital from people, in spite of the Japanese colonial reign. The                

bank financially supported the independence movement. His uncle (Jeong-eun Yun) was           

imprisoned as the leader of the Gupo Independence Declaration Movement (March 28,            34

1919) and died in prison the following year. His cousin (Hyeon-jin Yun) was the first deputy                

finance minister of the Provisional Government of Korea in Shanghai (PGKS) and his             35

maternal grandfather (Ki-jong Park) made the first railway company and established the            

Busan Commercial High School. 

 

I couldn’t understand why this noble history was buried. I asked him whether there was a                

book about In-ku Yun or a way to research more about him. But Professor Cha's answer broke                 

my hope. 

33 At that time, Korea was a colony of Japan.Therefore Japan prevented Koreans from establishing a 
bank. 

34 The Independence declaration movement in Gupo area of Busan held in 1919. 
35 Korea was ruled by Japan. The leaders of Korea decided to set up a temporary government in 

Shanghai, China. It became the center of resistance of Korean people against Japan.  
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“He did not write any books. When others asked him to write his autobiography, he               

dismissed it, saying, ‘What are you going to do with such a thing?’ ” 

He was born in 1903, and if he was still alive today (2019), he would be 116 years old.                   

Almost all of those people who had seen him had already passed away. At this very moment                 

my expectations for an autobiography and my hope for the survival of any of his               

acquaintances seemed to just vanish. My heart sank! 

“He had a sister, who was the dean of the College of Life and Environment at PNU. Since                  

there was a big age difference between In-ku Yun and the sister, it might be possible that she                  

is still alive,” the professor said.  

After all the efforts, my expectations had just vanished - The only remaining possibility              

was In-ku Yun's sister. What should I do if she has also passed away?  

I prayed, “God! Give me your grace and let her be still alive and allow me to meet her!” 

 

News From An Angel 

I had already begun digging into the history of In-ku Yun little by little. I continued to                 

research deeper into his history with hope through many prayers and great expectation.             

Finally, I decided to make a documentary about In-ku Yun, the first president of PNU.               

However, I wasn’t knowledgeable on how to make a documentary. I thought, ‘if only I had                

enough financial resources, I would have outsourced the services of a video production             

company to produce the documentary according to my specifications.’ The problem was lack             

of finances. Hadn’t the University’s Administrative Committee earlier on said, “there are no             

funds available for CCDC (Cultural Contents Development Center).” My situation was indeed            

terrible. Who would be able to fund it, and how? 

There was nothing I could do; the situation seemed like a broken spaceship abandoned in               

the middle of space. Prayer was the only way open for me. I prayed, “Lord, please give me                  

money to make a documentary on In-ku Yun!” The more I prayed, the harder it was for me to                   

believe that ‘the Lord would lead In-ku Yun’s history finding project, so that all its needs                

would be provided for.’ Realistically, I could not expect anything. I kept on praying, though! 
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Thankfully, I received the response to my prayers from an unexpected source. An angel              

came! A student who introduced herself as a doctoral course student at PNU called me for a                 

meeting. I met her at CCDC. She started talking about a particular grant relating to cultural                

content. “Whereas other universities are getting huge grants, what is PNU doing?” She was              

frustrated by the fact that PNU seemed to be doing nothing.  

Eventually, she calmed down. In summary, this is what she said to me: 

“What I’m about to tell you is news that hasn't yet appeared either in newspapers or on                 

television. Nobody knows about it yet. There was a 5-years grant from the Ministry of               

Education which was given to a group of 5 universities in Busan; the leader of the granted                 

project was D-University. However, it was canceled after 3 years because D-university            

executed the grant funds illegally. Hence there will be a new competition soon for the two                

years remaining from the above grant. The total budget of the two-years grant is expected to                

be about 10 billion won (about 1 Million US $). For PNU, about half of this could be                  

allocated. D-university cannot join the competition because it caused the problem. The other             

4 universities formed another group and they hold a strong position in winning the grant.  

If PNU joins the competition, it will be difficult for it to win because the other 4                 

universities have been preparing already. However, I would like PNU to win this grant. I told                

this to other PNU professors, and they referred me to Professor Jacob J.H. Kim.” 

 

I had not been on the lookout for this kind of information. Even if I tried, it would have                    

been impossible for me to find it. How could this kind of good news come to me whereas I                   

was just sitting back? I was so puzzled. 

‘Is this the answer to what I have been praying for? So did God send an angel? Is prayer                   

so powerful that it can move the world?’ I wondered.  

I was just amazed! Prior to this moment, I had no idea that the power of prayer could work                    

this way, and at that particular time, I felt as if the world was programmed to be moved by the                    

power of prayer. I was more and more convinced that everything was being done according to                

the Lord's will. This grant was indeed the Lord's provision. Right away, my spirit became so                

fired up about fighting for the grant. 
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A Reckless Challenge 

I immediately undertook an investigation regarding this grant and came to the following             

conclusions. 

Firstly, I realized that it was something I would have to undertake. It was a grant that could                  

give my students a vast scholarship. Most importantly, it could be of great help for my                

department and my research field of electronics and video technology. Besides that, if we              

succeeded in winning this grant, we would be able to acquire all the necessary resources to                

complete the documentary including hiring documentary specialists and getting the various           

video equipment required to produce the documentary. I had been praying for about 2 to 3                

million Won (about 2,000~3,000 US$), but what was unfolding in front of me, was a               

possibility, of getting about 5 Billion Korean Won. I hoped to win this huge grant, but the                 

process felt like trying to conquer an impregnable castle; just like how the Israelites had to                

conquer Jericho. 

Secondly, getting the grant seemed almost impossible. Our competitors; the other four            

universities from Busan already had all the experience needed in winning the grant since they               

had already received it previously and used it for the past 3 years. However, I had no other                  

choice than to apply for this grant. On one hand my competitors easily prepared the required                

business plans just as they had done before. I, on the other hand, had to first understand the                  

whole process from scratch then write a brand new proposal wholesomely. Furthermore,            

during this period, I was suffering from severe hepatitis. I couldn’t shake off chronic fatigue               

from my body. My fears that the hepatitis would develop into hepatic cirrhosis while working               

on this project was holding me back. Sadly, there was only about a month left to complete the                  

grant proposal.  

“Which one should I choose? Isn’t this too reckless when my health is not good? If the                 

hepatitis gets worse while I am doing this work, of what good will it be if I lose my health in                     

the process? But was this not what the Lord had promised?” I wondered. Judging from my                

past experiences until now, it was clear that the Lord was leading my way. “Why am I so                  

afraid?” I thought to myself.  
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8 “But you, Israel, are My servant, Jacob whom I have chosen, The descendants of               

Abraham My friend. 9 You whom I have taken from the ends of the earth, And called                 

from its farthest regions, And said to you, ‘You are My servant, I have chosen you and                 

have not cast you away: 10 Fear not, for I am with you; Be not dismayed, for I am your                    

God. I will strengthen you, Yes, I will help you, I will uphold you with My righteous right                  

hand.’ _ Isaiah 41: 8-10 

  

Gradually as I prayed, peace came into my heart. The promises of God became my               

strength. The more I believed in the word of God, the more peace sank deep within me. 

  

And the peace of God, who transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and              

your minds in Christ Jesus _Philippians 4:7 

 

My own confessions began to surprise me. Isn’t it me who previously did not know how to                 

pray and how to communicate with God? I found the changes which had happened to me                

within a span of only a few months amazing. I became totally convinced of the Lord's                

guidance! 

For this kind of grant proposal, It would have been crucial to prepare a proposal and                

assemble a preparatory team at least 6 months in advance before entering the competition;              

unfortunately for me, there was only one month left. Hence, I hurridely informed the PNU               

headquarters that I would apply for this grant and asked for their support. Since it was urgent,                 

I made the proposal team together with two other universities in Busan. Time was not on my                 

side so I planned to work all day and night throughout the preparation period. However,               

severe hepatitis threatened me adversely, but I reinforced a verse from the Bible upon my               

heart over and over throughout the entire period.  

 

If I perish, I perish! _Esther 4:16, 
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I endured one long month of tiring hard work; day in, day out, and this shocked everyone.                 

People didn't even notice that I was struggling with hepatitis. I slept for only 1 or 2 hours a                   

day during those preparatory weeks. Wisdom continued to rise from within me. Finally, we              

submitted the proposal to the Ministry of Education. I had done my best as if I were laying                  

down my life, so the only thing left was just to wait for the results. 

However, my liver was getting problematic. Hepatitis was bothering me like a ticking time              

bomb. It was not clear how much worse my liver had gotten during that exhausting and                

sleepless period. Fears rampaged within me. So, after a while, I went to the hospital for a test.                  

Thankfully, nothing was wrong. What a relief! Hallelujah! Me; a person suffering from             

hepatitis, successfully fought through a process which would have proven difficult even for a              

healthy person to endure. 

  

But those who hope in the Lord will renew their strength. They will soar on wings like                 

eagles; they will run and not grow weary, they will walk and not be faint. _ Isaiah 40:31 

  

On June 14, 2007, the Ministry of Education announced that Pusan National University             

had won the grant. It was a great honor for the university. The main objective of this grant was                   

to promote student education. To me it was like a magic wand that made all things possible, in                  

cultivating the talents of the students who hoped to work for the visual industry. More so, this                 

was an opportunity to develop some cultural contents in PNU; a task which could be               

accomplished by the PNU students. In order to upgrade the students’ videography skills for              

making the documentary, I purchased many video production equipment for educating them. I             

also purchased a high tech professional camera; the kind that a university could not even               

dream of because it’s mainly used by professional broadcasting stations. It cost way over ten               

million won (over 10,000 US$). Students were amazed by the expensive equipment. Just like              

creating something out of nothing, the university's video production system was completed            

and well-funded. Furthermore, Scholarships were also secured for the students involved. We            

now had a video education ‘paradise’ right in front of us. I praised the Lord for all our needs                   

had been met.  
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A Narrow Road Passing Through The Wall Of History 

At first, I had been planning to make a documentary on In-ku Yun through an outsourcing                

company like I mentioned earlier in the book. However, this grant turned out to be solely for                 

student education. Therefore, I could not make the documentary through outsourcing. We had             

to educate students because we had to achieve the purpose of teaching students to improve               

their video production skills. Consequently, we changed the direction of making the            

documentary from outsourcing to making our own production; most of the professors and the              

students of PNU actively participated in this project, as per the original purpose of the grant. 

I hurriedly gathered students who wanted to learn about filming or documentary            

production. No one had any expertise in producing videos. Only one student reported that he               

had little experience in making videos at his church. I appointed one student called Mr.               

Sang-young Seo as the students’ director. Other than him, the rest were just a group of                

unskilled people who were interested in movie making without any prior experience in video              

production. Further still, I as the adviser, was like a novice; I didn’t know how to produce a                  

documentary. 

I was convinced that In-ku Yun was a person worth revealing to the world, since the Lord                 

had specifically ordered me. I also believed that he is ‘A Well of Revival’ through whom the                 

essential truth of Christianity would be revealed. The mission that God had given me, ‘Reveal               

In-ku Yun to the world’ was burning within me, but I could not share it with any of the                   

students. To the students, In-ku Yun was simply like any other person in history. Moreover,               

there was no good reason for them to devote themselves in making the documentary. With               

whom could I share this miraculous story that the Lord was leading me to? It seemed like a                  

secret between the Lord and I only.  

In addition, producing an excellent documentary required that we all be united as one; in               

mind and at heart. However, I did not have the know-how nor the ability to generate proper                 

teamwork spirit. Although I had successfully secured huge funds, bought the necessary            

equipment, and formed a documentary production team, none of us had the power and ability               

to make a documentary. “Can we accomplish this?” I sighed desperately. 
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In those days, I would ask everyone I met about In-ku Yun, the first president of PNU. I                  

often talked about his favorite poem, ‘the arrow and the song,’ but no one seemed to know                 

anything worthwhile about him.  

I felt like I was a small kid standing in front of the huge impregnable cliff of In-ku Yun’s                   

history; I often tried to hit it with all my strength, but I couldn’t find any path to lead me                    

through. I prayed but the prayer was desperate! 

 

“Lord, I have no ability. I don’t know what to do. Help me to know the story on the other                    

side of history. I believe you will.” 

 

I prayed to confess my inability; a prayer of faith to seek the Lord’s help. 
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Chapter 06 What Was Most Pleasing To You? 

Expecting An Interview Connecting To The Old History 

One day, I received some good news. It was the news that In-ku Yun’s sister Hak-ja Yun; an                  

elderly professor who we had presumed might be dead, was living in Gupo . 36

'Now I can hear the story about In-ku Yun! I can pass through the clogged wall of history! '                   

I thought to myself.  

I got her phone number, called her, and met her in a restaurant at a hotel near Pusan                  

National University. She was about 87 years-old (at the time - 2007). 

“I want to make a documentary about President In-ku Yun.” 

I gave her a short introductory remark. She got very excited. 

“It has been over 47 years since my brother left Pusan National University, how can this                

be ...?” She exclaimed. 

It was my first time to meet her, so I could not explain the entire background story about                  

‘the Lord’s leading.’ I just thanked God for His grace that she was alive. 

Right away, she shared with me more good news; some senior retired professors who were               

deeply involved with the president In-ku Yun at the time of founding PNU were still alive.                

She knew their phone numbers, too! A situation where possibilities of a breakthrough seemed              

narrower than the eye of a needle was now gradually opening up. Within me, my heart was                 

overflowing with thanksgiving and gratitude to the Lord who had heard my prayer. I requested               

her to arrange a meeting with them on my behalf the following week. 

The much expected and anticipated day of my first interview with the elderly professors              

finally arrived! I felt as if I were a child, and I thought ‘Now, the cliff of In-ku Yun’s history                    

36 The hometown of In-ku Yun, located in the west of Busan. 
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would fall down, and an open plain of information would appear in front of my eyes.’ I was                  

expecting to hear exciting stories of In-ku Yun from the elderly professors who I assumed               

would be delighted to recall those days during the interview. 

About a week before the appointed day, I asked the filming students of the documentary               

team to learn how to operate the cameras. On the day of the interview, I asked them if they                   

could operate them well, and they confidently replied, “Yes, we can handle them well.” 

I went to the restaurant where we were scheduled to meet two hours before the appointed                 

time, and assigned each camera person a location from which they would film the interview. It                

was meant to be a big interview filmed with four cameras. I also planned in advance the                 

sitting positions of the invited elderly professors. 

Eventually, the elderly professors began to make their entrance. Professor Jeom-ryang Oh            

(a retired professor of the Department of Education, PNU who had not left his house for a                 

few years because of health problems) came to the meeting after receiving the news that In-ku                

Yun’s documentary was to be produced. 

When I heard that the professor was arriving, I went to the front entrance of the restaurant                 

and saw that it was difficult for him to walk without support on both sides. Professor                

Tae-kwon Park (a retired professor of the Department of Korean Language and Literature,             

PNU) seemed to be relatively healthy. Profesor, Hak-ja Yun, the sister of In-ku Yun was also                

there. 

My heart was beating fast! I did not want to miss a word at the interview. This was a                   

special day! Just how much had I aspired to be connected to the other side of history? How                  

long had the Lord who had commanded me to “Reveal In-ku Yun to the world” waited for it? 

 

Answers Totally Different From My Expectations  

We finished our meal quickly and started the interview. The questions began as I keenly               

listened to their response. I was imagining an exciting interview like the ones I had seen on                 

TV. However, this was not the kind of meeting that I was expecting. First of all, it was                  

difficult for me to understand the way the retired professors pronounced their words. I had to                

listen to their speech with utmost concentration while trying to do my best to understand               
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whatever they were saying. I repeatedly asked them about president In-ku Yun’s inauguration             

ceremony; the most momentous event in the history of In-ku Yun and Pusan National              

University. Nevertheless, the questions and answers went back and forth, I began to fall into               

disappointment. No matter what questions I asked, I could not get definitive answers. 

I expected to fish out valuable information from the deep sea of sixty-year-old history; just               

as a fisher usually expects to catch a great fish; one with dark blue scales and a silvery shine.                   

To me, it often seemed like a big fish was about to come up; but whenever I threw in my                    

“fishing rod” of question, no fish ( good answers) took the bait. In the vast and deep sea of                     

history, the fish seemed to hide their trails. Why? Why couldn’t the professors remember their               

teacher In-ku Yun, whom they had met face-to-face in their youth? 

The interview proceeded like an absurd drama. I kept asking questions and expecting             

qualitative answers, but the answers only seemed to revolve around the periphery of the core               

essence of what I wanted to get all the time. I, however, could not cut off the professor’s                  

speech in the middle of the dialog. Hence, I had to listen to boring and pointless answers for a                   

long time. They could not recall the old history, and their responses were always below my                

expectation. 

I suddenly remembered the Korean proverb, ‘the rivers and mountains will have changed             

in ten years.’  

I realized that I was trying to recover some memories dating more than 60 years back from                 

the retired professors. In comparison to the above proverb, their memories had changed by a               

factor of six times! I wondered, ‘How long was this?’ Their vivid memories had almost faded.                

In the same way, I also cannot vividly remember events that happened several decades ago.               

My memory of them has become like blurred photos.  

The interview went for over an hour without any focal point. My expectations collapsed; I               

was entering into a giving-up state. I expected to capture into a film the facial expressions of                 

the professors recalling memories related to In-ku Yun. However, the professors’ faces were             

almost expressionless throughout the interview because they all were over 80 years old. The              

only thing I could do was to pray inwardly. 

‘Oh! Lord, what should I do? They have forgotten everything. What questions should I ask               

now in this kind of situation?’ I Prayed.  
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The Holy Spirit gave me some insight, 

“You should not ask them specific facts! You have to ask them about their feelings!” 

I gave the students a glance asking them to focus on the professors’ facial expressions by                

zooming in the cameras. 

“When was the most delightful moment of the president In-ku Yun?”I asked.  

Suddenly, it seemed that professor Tae-kwon Park could recall something from his            

memory of the old days. His face glowed for a moment. He looked up and down once.                 

However, he clearly showed some hard facial expressions as he tried to fish out something               

from the history of his youth. As he made a desperate effort to recall something from his                 

memory, I looked at the deep wrinkles on his forehead and face; and my lips went dry.                 

Tracing back a memory to over 50 years ago seemed frustrating. I was expecting a beautiful                

answer to the question; about a vivid testimony of the most critical moments in the history of                 

In-ku Yun and the university. 

‘Could it be the inauguration ceremony of president In-ku Yun? Was it not the time when                

he completed the most beautiful university main building (current College of Humanity            

Building) of Pusan National University?’ 

My students and I waited patiently for professor Park’s answer. Eventually, the professor             

responded and it was completely unexpected. 

“He was most delighted when he met us,” he answered.  

It was not the answer I expected. It was a personal recollection far from the monumental                

event that served as a watershed moment for the university’s history. My mind suddenly              

blanked. The desire to ask questions and to listen to the professors disappeared. There was               

nothing more to expect. I finished the interview on the spot and decided to close it. 

 

What Was Most Pleasing To You? 

That evening, I prayed. I think it would be more accurate to call it ‘complaining’ rather                

than ‘praying.’ 
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“Lord, what is this? How will I make the documentary of In-ku Yun’s history and ‘reveal                

him to the world’? I do not know what to do now. How can I find out the history that is now                      

already erased even from the thoughts of his disciples?”  

I burst out in a deep sigh! Then the Holy Spirit suddenly made me see my snobbishness as                  

He said, 

 

"Is it not the Truth that In-ku Yun was most pleased whenever he met his students! In your                  

own life, what has been most pleasing to you?” 

 

This got me into an almost defenseless state and I wobbled like a guy hit by a heavyweight                  

boxer. “What was I most delighted in?” I asked myself. “Was it the time when my papers                 

were published in top quality journals, or when I received the research funds of hundreds of                

millions of Wons, or could it be when I received the best paper awards from Journals, and                 

when many people recognized me after I had appeared on a TV talk show...?” I reflected                

inwardly.  
 

15 Do not love the world or the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love                   

of the Father is not in him. 16 For all that is in the world—the lust of the flesh, the lust                     

of the eyes, and the pride of life—is not of the Father but is of the world. 17 And the                    

world is passing away, and the lust of it; but he who does the will of God abides forever                   

_1John2:15-17 

 

As I continued to reflect inwardly, it dawned on me that I loved the world and the things in                   

the world. Judging from the Bible verse above, it became clear to me that the Father was not                  

in me as I came to the realization that I loved the world and the things in it. ‘How could I be a                       

disciple of Jesus when the Father was not in me?’ I questioned myself. Suddenly, I felt like I                  

had been stripped off and left stark naked. 

I looked deep within me and realized that I was still inwardly in love with worldly things, and had                   

been in love with them even at the past moments in my life when I had cried and confessed, “I love                     

God.” However, the Lord accepted me in spite of knowing my folly and weakness. 
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The secret sins in my thoughts were revealed. I was ashamed of them. It is often said that,  

 

“A man who does not know shame; he is no better than a beast.” 
How long had I been living without knowing how shameless I was? The words in 1st John                 

2:15-17 appeared in front of my eyes and I realized that it was the Word of Truth.                 

Consequently, I fell down and soon afterward, I sighed out from the depths of the spirit.  

Previously, I had often openly confessed that ‘I had received the forgiveness of Jesus              

Christ,’ ‘I love the Lord deeply,’ and ‘If I perish, I perish!’ I carried myself as ‘a follower of                   

the Lord.’ In public, I had given testimonies as if I was a model of a good Christian but the                    

Lord openly exposed all these as futile self-satisfaction and self-deceptive behaviors. 

 

3 For I acknowledge my transgressions, And my sin is always before me.5 Behold, I               

was brought forth in iniquity, And in sin, my mother conceived me.7 Purge me with               

hyssop, and I shall be clean; wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow.               

_Psalm51:3,5,7. 

 

My mind was already set to love the world right from the moment of conception in my                 

mother’s womb, and I inherited it from the hearts of my parents, neighbors, and the entire                

world around me. I had already been programmed to love the world of sin through fate before                 

my birth. 

 

I Loved Getting Higher 

I confessed my sinful behaviors. Before then, when meeting my students as a professor; even               

though my outward demeanor depicted me as being polite and courteous towards them,             

inwardly I had never tried to reach the level of Jesus, of ‘rejoicing and respecting them’. It is                  

shameful but now I have to confess my sins. I was a professor who was living a self-centered                  

life. I was struggling to enter into the ranks of the best professors that the world was                 

demanding. As soon as I came to PNU, I pushed the students brutally altogether. I trained                

them using the style of Spartan education. I accorded no holidays at all for 365 days a year to                   
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the graduate students studying in the university labs under my supervision. This was because I               

went to the university every single day. I greatly enjoyed the authority of a professor.               

Furthermore, I would not forgive anyone who dared to challenge it. Consequently, I naturally               

earned myself the nickname Gargamel . 37

One of my students once introduced himself in a graduate students’ welcome party as              

follows,  

“I am Jeong, a new student of Professor Jacob J.H. Kim’s laboratory.” 

Suddenly all the students unexpectedly cheered and gave him a standing applause. It was              

an applause from all the other graduate students ‘celebrating’ his courage to walk into the               

laboratory of death (my laboratory) all by himself. 

I wanted to have good students and produce good results. Shamefully, I had ended up               

seeing the graduate students as nothing but tools for my personal use; through whom I would                

gain honor and higher social standing, and create excellent papers for the prestigious Journals.              

Although I was glad that their abilities developed; If only I was to speak from my deepest                 

conscience, I would just have to admit and confess that to me, developing their abilities was                

not my primary goal. 

I loved to be elevated. Thus, I did not know the simple fact that ‘the essence of educating                  

students is to rejoice, respect, and love them existentially.’ Why had I not known that? Why                

hadn’t anyone told me? Why had I never been able to check myself and evaluate the nature of                  

the educator within me? What excuse did I need? How could it be justified that I had lived                  

like ‘a professor without love for his students’?  

I thought I had been a good Christian since I listened to lots of sermons in churches, read                  

the Bible, moved and lived in faith; however, I was utterly like a house built on sand.  

The faces of many of my disciples crossed my mind. My mind was raging with pity and                 

compassion for them; I could not help myself from feeling sorry for them. I knelt before the                 

Holy Spirit and before them. The Holy Spirit taught me how shameful my sin for not loving                 

them was. Tears endlessly flowed down from my eyes. 

37 An animation character, a scientist who catches Smurfs, uses them for his experiments, and 
harasses them. 
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15 Jesus said to Simon Peter, “Simon, son of John, do you love Me more than these”?                 

16 He said to him again a second time, “Simon, son of John, do you love Me?” 17 He                   

said to him the third time, “Simon, son of John, do you love Me?” _John 21:15-17 

 

Like Peter, who had denied Jesus three times before crucifixion, I too could not stand face                

to face with Jesus. I wanted to confess that ‘I love the Lord’ but the words just got choked up                    

in my throat. It seemed that I did not deserve to confess those words. I understood why Peter                  

could not directly answer “Yes, I love You (Jesus),” to the Lord’s question “Simon, son of                

John, do you love (Agape ) Me,” but only indirectly replied that “You know that I love                38

(Phillia ) you, Lord.” 39

 

Einstein’s Definition Of Education 

 

“Education is what you remember, even after you have forgotten everything that you             

learned in schools.” 

 

This is what Albert Einstein said. It looks like a koan riddle (a Buddhist Zen riddle which                 

requires some deep revelation to unravel it). I really could not understand what Einstein              

wanted to convey in his definition of education. However, the interview with the retired              

professors explained Einstein’s words to me with exact precision. The professors had            

forgotten everything about their university life including what they had learned from In-ku             

Yun, but they remembered one thing clearly, 

 

“He (In-ku Yun) was most pleased when he met us.” 

 

38 Agape is divine love of God. 
39 Phillia is love between friends, or family.  
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Einstein says this is what education is. However, we often think that ‘education’ is              

‘intellectual training;’ going to a good college, to learn courses such as Korean, English,              

Mathematics, Science, Society, Nature, etc. The meaning of education in the world today is so               

different from Einstein’s. If only our generation would live with Einstein’s definition of             

education in mind; would education be as devastated as it is today? Has the respect for                

teachers and professors disappeared from our educational institutes today? 

 

“Language is the house of being.”  40

“Language is the place where existence dwells, and it is a channel for perceiving the               

world and things. Language dominates and subordinates human thought going beyond           

the means of communication. It is not that man governs the language, but the language               

dominates humanity.”   41

 

That is true! After the definition of the word ‘Education’ had been altered, the true meaning                

of education disappeared. Instead, the wrong definition of education leads people to the wrong              

path, and people don’t even recognize that their way is wrong. 

I am convinced of one Truth now; the day when our country (Korea) recovers the essential                

meaning of education, the revival of education will come. When the light shines, the darkness               

retreats immediately. Once education finds its essence, all non-educational things will           

disappear. A stream may momentarily turn murky by mud, but it will soon become cleansed               

once the water flowing down from the mountain is cleared. 

As I pondered on the true essence of education, I recalled Rev. Martin Lloyd Johnson               

saying that when we find the essential Truth of Christianity, then Revival occurs. This was the                

very moment that I saw God’s definition of education again. 

I began to realize more deeply that the command, “Reveal In-ku Yun to the world,” is                

precisely for the ‘revival’ of education. On the other hand, This was the first sign of existential                 

40 Martin Heidegger, A philosopher of Germany. 
41 Dong-kun Cho, A Prof. of Myung-ji University, The Column ‘Da San’, Korean Economy, May 06, 

2013. 
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change in me as ‘a new creation,’ in Christ; which I hope to experience more during my                 

pilgrimage of searching through In-ku Yun’s history. 
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Chapter 07 I Will Go Ahead; Follow Me 

A Documentary Team of Idiots 

A few days after the interview with the retired professors, I gathered the members of the                

documentary filming team who had participated in the interview and held a video inspection              

meeting. During the meeting, one of the video shooting students said with a gloomy face,               

“Sorry professor, I checked the videos of the interview, but there is not a single footage that                 

can be put to proper use. The video was filmed from too far away so it’s not audible.” I                   

suddenly realized that failing to use a wireless microphone was a big mistake. 

We did not know that in the case of shooting a dialogue on a dining table located three to                   

four meters away; if a wireless microphone was not used, the quality of the video’s audio                

would be unreliable. I could not scold the students. If I; the advising professor did not know,                 

then how would the students have known? The videos taken on that day became useless. 

We were all a documentary team of idiots! 

Despite the mistakes, I never forgot the retired professor’s expression and voice as he said,               

“He was most pleased when he met us!” From that day onwards, I yearned, more and more to                  

see In-ku Yun, a teacher who rejoiced the most in meeting his students rather than when he                 

attained any other of his achievements. I prayed that the seed of love may be planted in my                  

heart. 

We had made many more mistakes besides this particular filming error. Thus, I finally              

decided that I could not properly make a documentary without any help. I raised an urgent                

prayer for help from God, “Lord! I have no power and have no experience in making a proper                  

documentary. I’ve done a lot of stupid things already. I also do not know how many more                 
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stupid mistakes I may add to my list of mistakes. Please send me people who will help me to                   

make an excellent documentary.” 

The Holy Spirit made me think of two persons; the director at KBS Woo-hyeon Kim and                 42

Min-hyang Kim. Woo-hyeon Kim was famous for the documentary ‘A Barefoot angel;            

Choon-sun Choi, A Grandfather.’ He was highly reputed as a producer in KBS and was               

renowned for the documentary program, ‘Human Theater.’ I met him a few times to ask for                

his help. On my third trial, he confessed, “20 years ago, when I was young, I came to PNU to                    

pray. At that time, I did not know why I had to come ‘here’ to pray because I had no                    

connection with PNU. Now I think the Holy Spirit had a plan for PNU and me.” 

Afterwards, he told me that he would help me. I was deeply grateful to God. The best                 

professional was going to help us in producing the documentary. It seemed like I had gained a                 

thousand men and ten thousand horses. 

The other expert, Min-hyang Kim, was a person who majored in film-making at New York               

University. I got to know her story through Woo-hyeon Kim’s homepage called ‘A Willow              

Tree.’ Her poem “Lord, Here I am” impressed me quite a lot, and later on, the gospel singer                  

Moo-ha Lee, wrote a song about it. I had previously seen the photography work of Min-hyang                

Kim; they were photographs of homeless people in New York.  

One day, she began living with the homeless in the United States. Was it possible for a                 

female graduate student to live as a homeless person on the streets along with other homeless                

people, without being obedient to the Holy Spirit? Right there, the picture captured through              

her camera lens, was a warm gaze looking at the abandoned people of the world. I concluded                 

that this lady had a beautiful spirit and soul. I felt that; in making the documentary of In-ku                  

Yun, it would be nice to have such people who could give a high level of artistic help. While                   

worrying that ‘Can she come to Korea and help me?’ I called her in the US, after having                  

inquired here and there for her phone number. She said she was preparing to return home                

(Korea) after she finished her Master’s degree. I invited her for this documentary project and               

received confirmation that she would help me. The Lord provided the best of his beloved               

experts to beginners like us. This was the moment when all our weaknesses were strengthened               

42 KBS (Korea Broadcasting Company), the most influential public TV channel in Korea. 
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by the best supporters. It was so ecstatic! It had been repeatedly confirmed that the work of                 

making this documentary was one that the Lord was leading. 

 

Do not be afraid, I am with you. Do not be alarmed, I am your God. I will help you with                     

spears. I will certainly help you with my righteous right hand. _Isaiah 41:10 

 

It was absolutely absurd that I thought I would start doing this according to my own                

intellect. Where did this imprudence come from, that had made me believe that I could do                

without any experience at all? Where did I get the belief that I could make a good                 

documentary whereas all we could do was making recurring mistakes like idiots? Again, I was               

surprised to find out that I had walked on an impossible path.  

Walking on this impossible path had become my way after receiving the Lord’s prophecy              

upon my life which had said, “I will go ahead of you; follow me.” By faith, I had begun                   

following Him. I did not have much ability to do the right thing; however, after finishing up                 

the most crucial moments in my ‘marathon,’ I realized that it had all been through the Lord’s                 

help and guidance. I was convinced that creating a documentary was going to work out well.                

How could we not be successful when the Lord; in considering our weaknesses, he provided               

us with the best experts? 

 

 

Declaration Of A Prophecy By A Crazy Professor 

As mentioned in the 1st chapter, an American pastor had previously prophesied upon me              

during one of my brief visits to the United States. This was the prophecy.  

 

“For the next three years, I will let many people to be blessed through you.” 
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When I first heard this prophecy, I had no idea what blessings the Lord was talking about. I                  

received the prophecy halfheartedly; Frankly, it only raised my hopes up a bit since in my past                 

life, I had not experienced the fulfillment of the Lord's promises at all. 

However, I now want to testify about the fulfillment of the above prophecy. Indeed, the               

Lord guided me in getting a fund worth 45 Billion Korean Won for the university. Most                43

especially, I want to testify about the leading of the Lord. Through unceasing prayers, I met                

the Lord, who led my steps in detail throughout the entire process of actualizing this financial                

blessing.  

God bestowed upon me this beautiful blessing, along with the work of ‘Revealing In-ku              

Yun to the world.’ I believe it was a sign that God was helping our weak beliefs. The living                   

God wanted us to see His works manifested in our lives; to glorify Him, and to affirm our                  

belief in His guidance. 

Now, after I experienced the fulfillment of the Lord’s prophecies, I realize that I had been                

ignorant of the Lord’s promises when I had firstly received a prophecy from God. When God                

said to Abraham that He would give him as many descendants as the stars of heaven,                

Abraham couldn’t believe the Lord's promise and he got Ishmael as a son through Hagar. It                

was the same for me; but now I know that, sincerely believing in the Lord’s promises is                 

important. There are many promises that the Lord has personally given me. I cannot open up                

about them to the readers of this book until they are fulfilled. The greatest change within me is                  

that, I now believe ‘God keeps His promises.’ We Christians must hold on the Lord’s               

promises by faith. 

 

The Strength of Israel will not lie nor relent. For he is not a man that he should relent.                   

_1 Sam 15:29 

 

The blessings of the funds granted from the Ministry of Education for a duration of three years as 
the Lord had promised. 

Grants Won Amount Approval Date  My Role 

BK21 17 Million US$ April 26, 2006 The Head 

43 45 Billion Korean Won is equal to about 40 MUS$. 
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Noori 5 Million US$ June 13, 2007 Administrator of PNU 

Humanities Korea - HK 
(large) 

15 Million US$ July 11, 2007 A Proposal Team 
Member 

Humanities Korea - HK 
(medium) 

8 Million US$ July 11, 2007 A Consultant 

total 45 Million US$     

 

Amongst the above 4 grants, I would like to talk a little about the process of applying for                  

the HK (large) grant. 

In 2007, the most significant grant for supporting the Colleges of Humanities in Korea was               

put forth by the Ministry of Education. It was called ‘Humanities Korea (HK).’ Surprisingly,              

the scale of the grant budget for the regular Colleges of Humanities was generally small               

compared to the college of engineering; it might be because the humanities college did not               

need expensive experimental instruments. I was informed that, for the advancement of the             

humanities colleges for the following ten years; a total of 15 Million US$ for a large team and                  

8 Million US$ for a medium team would be given respectively; if the grant was approved. All                 

the universities in the nation were excited. The scale of the funds was enough to influence the                 

fate of the Humanities Colleges for the next decade. PNU organized a team to prepare for the                 

grant.  

I was already recognized by PNU for the ability to write a proposal because of the                

achievement of BK21 grant approval as shown in the table above (in fact, it was the Lord’s                 

ability, not my own). 

 

Moses said to the LORD, "If your presence does not go with us, do not bring us up                  

from here."_Exodus 33:15 

 

Just like Moses in this verse, I prayed about getting the grant and God gave me the                 

assurance, “I will be with you.” Therefore, for the next several months that year, I joined the                 

proposal team. 
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PNU Professors Have Experienced God's Work 

One day I burst out in anger at a meeting during the period when we were preparing the                  

proposal for the grants in 2007; It was because one professor had said, “Is there any                

possibility that PNU will be selected?” I banged my desk with my fist and jumped up from                 

my seat in fury. However, I was also trying  to listen as much as possible that day, too.  

“We must have faith that we’ll succeed even when the possibilities are very slim. Only               

then, can we become stronger and more courageous, Isn’t it? I have come to help you from                 

the Engineering College; I have so many things to do as the head of the BK21 Program and                  

the director of the Cultural Contents Development Center. In spite of these, I still came to                

assist you. I know I shouldn’t say this in such a formal meeting with professors, but I have to                   

tell you this today; so forgive me and listen. I am a believer in God. When I was asked to take                     

part in this, I prayed to God inquiring whether I should participate in this work or not. God                  

promised, ‘I will be with you in this work.’ Thus that's why I decided to attend this meeting.                  

Today I am speaking to all of you with certainty, this is God’s work! This proposal will surely                  

be approved. Just wait and see! Stop talking about it negatively please,” I pleaded.  

All the professors remained speechless. I had poured out a speech too absurd! I suddenly               

became the crazy professor at the university. It was so shocking to them that I had not only                  

declared “I believe in God” in a formal meeting but also prophesied in a loud voice. I had                  

nothing else to say except that. I had to pour out the holy anger that the Holy Spirit had given                    

me. Thankfully, after that meeting, the negative talks about getting the grant disappeared in all               

successive meetings. My ideas were added a lot in the process of writing the proposal.  

In regard to the HK (medium) grant listed in the table above on the 4th row, I could not                   

have been directly involved in securing it, since the preparatory task had been accorded to               

another team. However, the team sought my assistance in preparing the proposal and I              

sincerely offered them my help too. 

The 11th of July 2007, was a day full of joyous celebrations in the history of the                 

Humanities College in Pusan National University. PNU became the only university in the             

entire nation selected to receive both the large and the medium HK grants all at the same time.                  
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It was a great achievement that even top universities in Korea weren’t able to accomplish.               

After hearing this good news, I called professor Kim, the head of the HK (Large) team of                 

PNU and said,  

“Captain! Congratulations! You need to buy me a meal!” 

“Thank you for your help, Professor Jacob J.H. Kim. I will buy you a meal every day for                  

10 years from now on. Why should I buy it only once? The Humanities College professors are                 

gathering now and talking about your remark, ‘This is the work of God. God promised. Just                

wait and see! We will absolutely get the grant.’ ” 

Since then, I have never been invited for a meal. However, I was thankful that I could                 

attribute glory to God because of this. Those unbelieving professors of the Humanities             

College also directly heard God’s prophecy and saw its actualization. I was grateful to God for                

not letting me be ashamed for proclaiming my faith before many professors.  
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Chapter 08 The Vision Of The King’s Highway 

 Pray For The Documentary 

The documentary production process was still ongoing. I felt the need for the Lord’s              

guidance more and more. The external resources needed to make a documentary became fully              

available eventually. We had secured enough money, and gotten experts with the highest             

levels of spirituality and ability. However, the most crucial problem was that we still did not                

truly and fully know who In-ku Yun was, and his history too. Although I had previously                

interviewed the retired professors who knew him in person, I only got some fragmented              

stories of In-ku Yun from them as previously mentioned. It seemed that history wanted to hide                

him like a secret. I was getting tired of standing in front of the door of history which did not                    

want to open, no matter how much I knocked on it. 

When I asked for advice on how to make a documentary, director Woo-hyeon Kim (one of                

the experts located in Seoul who had accepted to help us make the documentary as mentioned                

above) said, “You only have to make a documentary by praying.” I replied that I would but in                  

fact, I did not really grasp what he exactly meant. One day, a member of Woo-hyeon Kim’s                 

team in Seoul called me and said,  

“Professor, we are here praying for the PNU Documentary Project, but we do not feel like                

the door is opening through our prayers. Are you praying in Busan, too?” 

I felt ashamed. As the documentary team in Busan, we were not praying, but the Seoul                

team helping us was praying. I lowered my voice and answered, 

“I’m really sorry. We haven’t been praying enough. We will start holding a prayer meeting               

every week starting next week.” 

I felt like I was so pitiful. In the meantime, the Lord had given us as much grace as I had                     

prayed for and consequently, I stopped praying since I had misjudged the situation and              

assumed that things were going well. 
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Afterwards, I hurriedly assembled a prayer group among the faithful students in the             

documentary team. I also announced that the prayer meeting would be held every Thursday.              

About seven or eight students participated in the prayer meetings. At the first prayer meeting,               

we could not experience the Holy Spirit’s presence, because only beginners in praying who              

did not know how to pray were gathered. One pastor from Seoul, who heard that we were                 

holding a prayer meeting proposed, “What if I send you a worshiper every week?” Sending a                

worshipper all the way from Seoul to Busan (a distance of 5 hours drive) became a significant                 

contribution. I was so grateful. However, it became a big burden for both me and the one who                  

had to travel back and forth from Seoul to Busan every week  

Thankfully, the worshipper faithfully helped us hold the prayer meetings throughout the            

year of producing the documentary. He was not an ordinary worshiper, but a true worshiper of                

God. During the weekly prayer meetings with members of the prayer group who sought the               

presence of God, we experienced the beauty of worship and the touching of the Holy Spirit. I                 

sailed on the sea of deep grace. I couldn’t forget the experience of the Holy Spirit’s presence                 

at the very moment when the lead worshiper first came to our prayer meeting and played the                 

first guitar strings while slipping his fingers across the guitar. It was heavenly! With time, the                

prayer meetings progressed well by the grace of God. 

During these meetings, the Holy Spirit led me into repentance for not having played the               

right role as a teacher to my students.I felt so ashamed of the person I had been in my past life                     

as an educator. I had indeed been a fool who was just sitting thoughtlessly on the seat of a                   

master without ‘a song.’ As I continued in prayer, I recalled all the students who had passed                 

through my hands one by one and I regretted my sins against each one of them. I had occupied                   

the position of a professor, who ought to have been a model of life for the students, but I had                    

ended up considering only my own comfort. A mentor who is in the state of spiritual death,                 

cannot not give his life for his disciples. I had blown away many opportunities of nurturing                

lives. I sincerely felt deep regrets for my disciples who had merely passed through my hands                

like the wind. I made up my mind and decided that I could not live this way any longer. I                    

prayed, 

 

“Lord, I do not have any songs to sing, so please give me the song that was in the heart of                     

In-ku Yun. Would you please give me the grace to live as a true educator and to dedicate my                   
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whole life to education. Lord, I have not loved my students sincerely. It never pleases me to                 

meet them. I do not have such love in my heart. Lord, please help me.”  

 

The prayer deepened; the spirit of repentance came not only to me but also to the students.                 

After the prayer meeting, the used up tissue papers full of tears and snot were piled up on the                   

table. I had to grab the pile with both hands to throw it into the trash can, because it was too                     

much. My dirty spirit and soul began to be cleansed little by little. 

 

Look For And Know The Old Paths, Where The Good Way Is,  

It seemed that there was some sort of obstacle; precisely a spiritual obstacle obstructing the               

fulfillment of God’s words, “Reveal In-ku Yun to the world.” I desired to easily navigate               

through his history like a driver driving from one city to another on the highway. However,                

Satan was interfering with and obstructing me from getting into his history. Wouldn't this              

spiritual warfare be more severe if revealing the history of In-ku Yun was linked to spiritual                

revival? I was overlooking the possibility. We needed stronger spiritual prayer and            

intercession.  

 

 

Revival refers to the return of the days of Acts in the Bible. The covering of the wells by                   

the Philistines means covering or ignoring certain aspects of Christian truth. There is             

no example of a Revival in history in the situation of denying or ignoring essential               

Truth. Until now the Church has always opposed and persecuted those who were in the               

midst of Revival. When we find the Christian Essential Doctrines again, Revival            

naturally occurs. We must clear the wrong way of the Philistines before praying for              

Revival.  44

 

44 ‘Revival’ by Martyn Lloyd Jones. 
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The wells of Abraham contain garbage, dirt, and wastes. The Philistines put these things in               

the wells to block them. So we still cannot see the clear flowing spring that is under the                  

ground. I prayed and asked God who the Philistines were and what the trash was. The Holy                 

Spirit showed me that the Philistines were us, who were a generation that had sealed the                

fountain of God’s grace and ignored the value of grace, and the trash was all our sinful                 

activities. We were the ones who had buried In-ku Yun’s well of revival, by evaluating him                

with only our shallow knowledge. 

Why did we not cherish old things? A generation without respect for the past! This is the                 

age we are living in. I am a part of it. 

 

“Stand in the ways and see,  

And ask for the old paths, where the good way is, 

And walk in it; 

Then you will find rest for your souls. 

But they said, ‘We will not walk in it.’ _Jeremiah 6:16 

 

  
Whenever we have big problems, we usually ask God, “Which direction should we go?”              

But God often speaks to us and says,  

“You do not need to struggle to find a new way; look for the old path, the good way and                    

follow it.” 

Yes! The good way is the way of Truth which we can follow in order to overcome all our                    

difficulties. But we often refuse to follow the old path; the good way that God has shown us.                  

“I will not go that way, for I will live according to my thoughts and my own judgment.” 

This is our sin. In addition, If we lose respect for our grandparents’ or parents’ generation,                

the promise of God to bless us all through thousands of future generations will be cut off.                 

Living according to our own will leads us astray from God’s grace. 

Hence, the students and I repented of our sins of neglecting our forefathers at the prayer                

meeting. We also prayed for forgiveness for being prideful. As we prayed, the garbage that               
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was in the well came up continuously and released pungent odor. I prayed that the Holy Blood                 

of the Lord would purify the well. These tearful prayers continued for several months. 

 

King's Highway Spread In Front Of Me 

It was during one of the Thursday prayer meetings in July 2007. We prayed with the words                 

of Isaiah through the guidance of the Holy Spirit. 

 

3A voice of one calling: “In the wilderness, prepare the way for the Lord; make straight                

in the desert a highway for our God.4 Every valley shall be raised up, every mountain                

and hill made low; the rough ground shall become level, the rugged places a plain.5               

And the glory of the Lord will be revealed, and all people will see it together. For the                  

mouth of the Lord has spoken. _Isaiah 40:3-5 

  

Pleasant scents of praise and prayer rose up to the heavens. The Geumjeong mountain              45

could be seen through a small window from the prayer room. Through my naked eyes,               

everything looked just the same as always; but through the eyes of my spirit while in a trance,                  

I could see the huge Geumjeong mountain being lowered and the valley beside it being lifted                

up. A King’s highway was being spread. Unlike the usual highway of four, eight, or even                

sixteen lanes that I knew of, it had thousands of lanes. An unspeakable thrill surrounded me                

and charged up my spirit. I had a feeling that the Lord was standing along the path of the                   

King. My spirit began to overflow with the joy of the Lord. I shouted, “Hallelujah!” and                

praised the Lord! That was the moment when my physical senses of sight changed to a vision                 

of God, through a spiritual breakthrough. The Lord is with us now! Who can win over us? 

Everything that happens to us in reality, is a result of what happens in the spiritual world.                 

The physical reality is merely an outer shell. In Exodus 17, it is said that when Moses held up                   

his hands during the war against Amalek, Israel was winning; when he lowered his hand,               

Amalek was winning. In the same way, the results of praying in the spirit at the sanctuary and                  

waging spiritual war are closely correlated with the reality. So when something in my life is                

45 PNU is located in the east side of Geumjeong Mountain.  
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stalled, I must go to the place of prayer, where I must break through spiritual obstacles. The                 

vision was a great joy to my spirit, and I firmly believed that it would soon appear as a                   

solution and a breakthrough in the real world. 

After such a spiritual breakthrough, we found a road to the other side of the wall of history.                  

As the waters that were trapped in a dam poured out through the gates, we were able to come                   

across amazing news about In-ku Yun. A passage into the secret history had been opened. 

  

The Books Left Behind 

I had given up on finding any book regarding In-ku Yun. I had been told that he had not left                    

his autobiography. I, however, was informed that there were two books, one written by his               

wife, Deok-soo Bang, and the other by his disciple Ki-yeol Kim. These were the two books;  

 

- Dr. In-ku Yun, His True Life and Spirit , edited by Deok-soo Bang, published by Jeil                46

Press, August 1988. 

- There was a Teacher on the Earth - His True Life, His Right Spirit , edited by                 47

Ki-yeol Kim, published by Geroothegi , 1990. 48

 

How much had I searched for the historical data of In-ku Yun? The road to the other side of                   

history that I had aspired to find for the last few months was finally open. Ridiculously                

enough, the books had been in the library of PNU all this entire time. Why had I not found                   

them before? 

The books contained the writings of In-ku Yun; edited and compiled by his wife and his                

disciple. They found and put together the stories that In-ku Yun wrote and left (without               

informing others) about his own life. Evidently, he initially did not want to write about his                

own life but it looked like he had somehow changed his mind along the way. Nevertheless, I                 

46 The late Dr. In-ku- Yun’s posthumous work. 
47 The late Dr. In-ku Yun’s posthumous work. 
48 A publishing company closed already. The meaning is ‘a stump.’ 
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did not know in detail why In-ku Yun had changed his mind; it, however, was a response to                  

my desperately earnest prayer of hope. I believe it was the work of God, the Holy Spirit. 

During the last years of his life, he became paralyzed, and after that, he could not speak                 

even a word nor write at all. Presumably, it seemed that the Holy Spirit had prompted him to                  

write before he became disabled. He wrote and left his writings about 30-40 years ago, but                

was it not preparation for me to make a documentary? I borrowed those books. I trembled like                 

a leaf in anticipation as I opened one of them. 

Ki-yeol Kim, a disciple who greatly loved his teacher, described In-ku Yun as ‘a nice               

gentleman resembling Jesus’ in the preface of his memoir, ‘There was a teacher on the earth                

— his true life, his right mind.’ I could already begin to sense the aura of the great teacher. 

 

I advised my teacher (In-ku Yun) to write his autobiography while he was still alive;               

however, he never wrote it. There was a sense of patriotism in his writings; the truest                

nature of Jesus was very vivid in his sermons. Before he even began to write or speak in                  

public, he lived a true and exemplary life. 

In those days, I was so poor that I lived together with him in his house for three years. I                    

wanted to boast him as a wonderful gentleman resembling Jesus; However, before            

taking his last breath and going to heaven, he said, “What are you going to do with                 

such a vain thing?” 

I felt sorry that so many of his manuscripts had disappeared. I had received some of                 

the remaining manuscripts from his wife Deok-soo Bang; wrapped in a cloth, I am              

relaying some articles selected among them in this book. 

 

 

I was lagging behind in my classes and research work. All my schedules could not accord                

me time to read the books; but nothing at all could get me off those books, not even my                   

schedules. Now I reflect on it, my soul was already dedicated to exploring the history of the                 

first president, In-ku Yun. The gaps of history, which had failed to narrow down through my                
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own power, were now being narrowed down through the grace of God. ‘What will be at the                 

end of this road?’ I wondered.  

The memoir stated straight forward facts in a narrative form. There, I could not find any                

boasting mind at all. Thus, the personality of In-ku Yun was revealed more deeply. Great               

historic moments worthy of boasting were merely mentioned in just one or two sentences. It               

was too simple for me. Since I had to make a documentary, I wanted to know more about the                   

crucial details. I had no choice but to hang on and make a prayer again. 

Every time I prayed, I found deep inner spiritual meanings of In-ku Yun’s writings like               

pearls hidden in soil. The Holy Spirit allowed me to find out the spiritual secrets in the                 

memoir that had never been revealed to the world. I believe that the Holy Spirit designed our                 

documentary production process so that the purpose could be found only by praying. The              

process of searching for In-ku Yun throughout history was an invitation to spiritual growth for               

all of us. It was through this way that I became more and more aware of In-ku Yun’s song. 

  

  

  
 

Left | Dr. In-ku Yun, the True Life and Spirit (by Deok-soo Bang, 1988). 
Right | There was a Teacher on Earth - His True Life, His Right Spirit (A 

posthumous work of Dr. In-ku Yun, Stub) 
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